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Briefs Wefe Submitted in
Lincoln County Fight
Yesterday
SUN

JUAN

JURIES

Associa
tion Appoints New Mexico
Committee.

fhe following were appointed notaries public this morning by Governor

W. C. McDonald:

G. M. Brown,
county; T. H. Casey,

Arte-sia-

,

EleWil-

phant Butte, Sierra county; J. E.

son, Ancho, Lincoln county.
Federal Court.
In the United States versus the Yankee Fuel Company of Raton an injunction, restraining the company from
mining on the public domain, was issued by Judge William H. Pore lu
the Federal court yesterday.
Gomez Resigns.
The resignation of Rafael Gomez as
a member of the state mounted police
force was tendered Governor W. C.
McDonald this morning.
The state
organization loses a most efficient
peace officer and the city of Santa Fe
is the gainer by the appointment by
last
Mayor Celso Lopez, announced
evening, of Mr. Gomez to the head of
the city's police department.
Department of Education.
Advices received by Superintendent
Alvan X. White, states that the following have been appointed on a committee of
by the National
Educational Association for New Mexico: W. E. Garrison, president of the
Xew Mexico College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts at Las Cruces, state
director and chairman; J. S. Hofer, superintendent of the city schools of
Tucumcari; M. H. Brasher, superintendent of the city schools of
R. R. Larkin, with Ginn and
Company at Las Vegas, and State Superintendent of Public Instruction Alvan N. White, Santa Fe.
District Court.
Judge E. C. Abbott returned from
Las Cruces late Sunday evening end
"held court here yesterday. The following two persons were sentenced on
their own plea of guilty: William' C.
Downs, not less than 1 year nor more
than 18 months in the state penitentiary for grand larceny; J. M. Garcia,
sentenced to 1 year for grand larceny.
Both men are residents of Rio Arriba
county.
Judge Abbott yesterday received the
briefs in the Lincoln county, county
seat case. A decision as to whether
or not the injunction against Carrizozo
obtained by the present seat of Lincoln shall be dissolved, pending the
ultimate decision of the case in the
United States Supreme Court, will be
handed down soon. Judge Abbott
yesterday drew the grand and petit
juries for the San Juan May term of
the district court The grand jury will
meet at Gallup May 20. The first
week will be devoted to hearing the
civil suit and the second to hearing
the criminal cases.
Case No. 6382, Bertha M. Loomis vs.
Andrew J. Loomis, a divorce proceeding was set for hearing today, but it
is thought that the matter will not
come up until tomorrow.
Ros-wel- l;

LOUISIANA FLOOD SUFFERERS WITHOUT

FOOD.

Many Have Not Had Shelter or Nourishment Since High Water
Invasion.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Tallulah, La., April 16. Heavy rains
which have fallen herefor two days
have intensified the condition of the
fiood sufferers, many of whom have
been without shelter and often without food since the Mississippi invaded
Three hunthis territory Saturday.
dred persons still are marooned at
Sondheim. Boats are being assembled
for their rescue.
FIRST

KANSAS DISTRICT
IS FOR TAFT.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Atchison, Kans., April 16. First
rtistrirt deleeates to the Republican
national convention, W J. Bailey, of
Atchison, former governor of Kansas,
and A. E. Crane of Holtou. Instructed

for Taft.
CHAMP CLARK IS GROW- ING MORE CONFIDENT.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Omaha. Neb.. April 16. In a tele
gram to A. F. Nullen, his local cam
paign manager, Speaker Champ ClarK
expresses his regrets at his inability
tn visit Nebraska now, pleading the re
quirements of his office as the cause.
"Prospects grow brighter every aay.

he says.

INSTITUTE.

President R. L. Baca of the
city council, last evening obtained a grant of 160 acres of
land from the city of Santa Fe
X to be donated by the city for
X
X

the

proposed

IM2.

NO. 55
tor Guggenheim

TROUBLE ALONG

in telephone consulta-ion with the While Star line office in

HEARTRENDING STORY OF IRE

New York, was unable to learn

fate of his brother, Benjamin

the

UNION

MUST

Guggen-

heim, reputed one of the wealthiest
men in the world. So far as known,
BE RE
IZE
Ms wife did not accompany him.
Archibald Butt Not Heard From.
ReiHated calls were made for in forSanta Fe Boy Is Appointed Adjutant General Brooks
Survivors Battle in Life Boats With Ice and Intense Cold mation regarding Major Archibald Miners Declare They Will
to Clerkship in DiploMeets With Legislative
Butt. President Taffs military aide,
Treat With Operators
Over a Thousand Drowned or Frozen to Death
who is returning from abroad. Presimatic Service
Committes
Only on That Basis
dent Taft telegraphed the company
Suffering in Darkness of Tight.
and was promised immediate word if
anything of a definite nature was rePOLICE (By Special Loused Wire to New Mexican) that the landing of everybody be faci- ceived.
$350,000 FOrl FLOOD RELIEF NEED
UN
EXPECTED
K
litated.
HXXXXXXX S.X
John Jacob Astor Missing.
The appalling magnitude of
No Passengers on Virginian.
Vincent Astor, son of John Jacob
Mann " Deliberately Uttered There May Be Serious Develop X the wreck
of the liner Titanic
New York, N. Y., April If, .Messages Astor, remained up through the night, Conference of Sub Committee at
V has been but little mitigated
ments on Line at Any
Falsehoods," Says Graham,
New York Today Is
received shortly alter lit o'clock today trying to learn the fate of his father.
by the fragmentary informaon House Floor.
Moment.
by the Marconi Company from sta- Word came that Mrs. Astor, his stepHarmonious.
tion which has tillered in totions at Cape Race and Sable Island mother and her maid were safe, aboard
day. The rescuing
steamer,
the
indicate there are none of the Titanic's
Carpathia.
A meeting of the House Ways
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
and
(Fiy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Carpathia has 868 survivors on
and
Members of the Guggenheim
passengers on either the Parisian or
Means Committee and of the Senate
board according to the latest
New York, April 1C The
at
had
families
Straus
D.
Virginian.
representatives
X Finance Committee was called for late X news received at the offices of
Washington,
C, April 16.
of anthracite coal operators
in
the
offices
White
Late.
Too
Star
this afternoon to discuss and devise X the White Star Line in New
anticipation and mine workers'
SENATE.
representatives, apof
Isador
definite word concerning
means for protecting the New Mexico
Met at noon.
Montreal, April Hi. The Allan line
York City. This increases the
pointed in Philadelphia last week to
and
Guggenheim.
border in case intervention by Uncle
Straus,
has
Benjamin
issued
Passed House Bill appropriat- the
statement:
about
of
2u0
saved by
list
from
following
consider the nine demands made by
Sam which now seems inevitable oc- X ing $350,000 more for Mississip- "We are in receipt of a Marconi mes- These names were not in the surviv the miners, is in New York Citv tnriav
the number first reported. But
o
ors
to
8:.iO
cursclock.
list
received
up
Even
now, depredations by ban- V except for this, the favorable
sage via Cape Race from Captain
pi river flood work.
for meetings which, according to beTheatrical Manager Drowned.
dits and rebels from the Mexican side iX details are insignificant
Gambell of the Virginian, stating that
X
comLakes to Gulf delegation urg- lief, will result in an agreement soon.
he arrived on the scene of the disasNumerous inquiries were received
aic more irequeni ana more annoying ;X pared with the fact that the Tied immediate action on project
It is expected the demand for union
and the county authorities are unable ;X tanic is at the bottom of the
ter too late to be of service and is regarding the fate of Henry B. Harris, recognition will be taken up at the,
before Commerce Committee.
Uo cope with them.
Northern Mexico
Atlantic and that the shattered
proceeding on his voyage to Liver the theatrical manager and his wife. beginning
X
of
HOUSE.
the
negotiations,
'
is at the point of starvation and the
This list shows that Mrs. Harris had but it is said the operators
pool."
wreck took with her about 1350
Met at noon.
will
hold-up- s
been
of
List
saved.
Train
Saved.
to
death.
victims
their
to
Passengers
the
X
to
New
union only to
agree
Mexican.
the
recognize
Special
are teared and cattle and horses on
868 Survivors.
Franklin of the in- the degree that they make the union
V
Harry Anderson, Miss E. V. Allen,
Washington, D. C, April 16
isolated ranches are being driven off X
The first reports gave the toMrs. E. W. Apple-tonMrs. John .Jacob ternational Mercantile Marine Associa- - officers a party to the wage contract.
S John. W. Roberts of Santa Fe, X by
raiders. It is proposed to detail a
tal survivors at 675 were varied
Astor and maid, A. S. Barkworth, Mrs. tion said he hud heard that the Cun The officers of the miners' organizaNew Mexico, private secretary X
force of mounted police, or possibly a
by favorable news early today,
James Baxter, George A. Bryton, Mr. ardor Carpathia would arrive Thurs- tion still declare the miners will acX
X to Congressman George Curry
company or two of the National Guard
first from Captain Rostrom of
and Mrs. It. T. Beckwith
Karl
X was today appointed a clerk of X
day evening and his information was cept full recognition or nothing.
to be
for any eventualities
the Carpathia, who gave the
Union Must Be Recognized.
Behr, Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Bishop that she had 673 survivors,
service. Mr. X and to prepared
the diplomatic
protect the scattered settlers ;X number at about 800 and later
New York, April It!. A continuation
Mr. Franklin said he did not expect
Henry Blank, Miss Caroline Bonnell
X Roberts will be assigned
to X and
!X
property.
General
by the positive announcement
Miss G. C. Bowen, Miss Elsie Bower to receive further wireless messages of the conference of the
Adjutant
duty with one of the legations X Brookes will address the committees, X of the White Star Line that
man, Mrs. J. M. Brown, Mrs. J. ,1 from the Olympic and that Captain
appointed by the anthracite operof South America. The ap- - X
A number of complaints have been
there are Sfi8 survivors of the
ators and miners was held late this
Brown, E. P. Calderhead, Mrs. Church Haddock soon would be in position
X
the
carries
pointment
promise
Titanic on the Carpathia. But
ill Cardell, Mrs. J. Y. Cardeza, Thos.jsend all his wireless reports to the afternoon.
received from ranchers in tiiat locali-- l
X of advancement to consul as
with these revised figures,
Alias Lucille
Mrs. London office.
ty calling attention to the unprotected
President White of the mine workCardeza,
Carter,
soon as age permits. He will X condition of
there remain 1,350 persons,
ers said negotiations are progressing
William E. Carter, Master
the border in
William
event
Thrilling Experiences.
start for Santa Fe tomorrow X of more trouble near Juarezthe
passengers and crew of the Tire- - satisfactorily with
or of in-- !
Carter, Howard B. Case, Mrs. Turrell
every indication
Th hrief wireless disi.atrlios
X for a two week's leave of ab- - X tervention
tanic who today are unaccountW. Cavendish and maid, Mrs. H. F.:ceiv.d so far show that the passen-- ! that a settlement can be reached. Mr.
by U. S. troops. It is erron- X
X sence.
ed for, apparently lost.
eously supposed that U. S. troops nowj
Chaffee, Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Chambers,
firK Hn,i new unseed thrnuirh thrill- - White insists, however, that the union
No Hope for 1,350.
on the border are there to
Miss Gladys Cherr, Paul Chevro. Miss;mg experiences from the very moment nmKt be recognized.
the
protect
The Seat Higher Up.
Hope clung desperately to the
ranchers. They doubtless would do'
Crosby, W. Daniel, Mrs. Thornton Oav-',htne monster Titanic crashed into!
belief that the steamers Viridson, Mrs. B. DeVilliers, Mr. and Mrs.! the iceberg in the dead of night, untilj PRESIDENT IS CONCERNED
When Mr. Roberts left Santa Fe last anything in their power, were they on
A. A. Dick, Mr. and Mrs. Washington' tne
OVER MEXICAN SITUATION.
ginia and Parisian of the Allan
January as the secretary to Congress- hand when the trouble arose but their!
carpathia several hours later
Line may have picked up surDodge and son, Mrs. Fred C. Douglas,! reached the scene and rescued
the!
man Curry the New Mexican predicted present status is to enforce the nett-- i
vivors in addition to those on
Mrs. waiter Douglas,
Mrs.
Bolton survivors from life boats floating in a Taft and Cabinet Meet in Earnest Conthat he would soon outgrow his posi- trality law s and not to recover stolen
the Carpathia but this was dishorses
and
cattle.
Earnshaw, Miss Caroline Enders. Mrs.jsea 0f joe. The collision occurred at.
Major
clave With Ranking Army
another
tion and that
Llewellyn,;
higher in the a
Mark Fortune, Miss Lucille Fortune, a time when most of the passengers
pelled when the Sable Island
member of the House, had a valuaOfficials.
scale of advancement would be awaitwireless station reported that
ble mare stolen from his ranch near
Miss Alice Fortune, Dr. and Mrs. Hen-- had retired or were about to go to
ing him and the news of his appointno
had
survivors
the
Parisian
G.
Mr.
Mrs.
T.
Las
and
Cruces by insurrectos a short;
ry Frauenthal,
t,ed.
the shock of the collision sent (By Pppcial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ment does not come as a surprise.
and when the office of the Allan
Frauenthal, Miss Margaret Frolicher,' many of the passengers to the decks
Washington, D. C, April 10. AppreWhen "Johny" occupied the post here time ago. Various cattle thefts havej
in
stateMontreal issued a
Line
Mrs. Jaques Futrello,
Mrs.
Leonard n,.tialiv dressed. A wireless dispatch hension in official circles of the Mexas an executive clerk under Governor been reported.
ment that the captain of the X Gibson, Miss Dorothy Gibson, Mrs. ,.anle through Caraperdown. N. S., ican situation was indicated
While it is not the intention at this
today by
Mills his ready knowledge of politics
Samuel Goldenburg, Miss Ella Golden- - saying that the passengers were
Virginia had sent them a wireconferences at the White House in
and politicians attracted widespread time to make any great show of;
he had
less
Gormessage
Duff
and
saying
Sir
Lady Cosmo
dere(j t0 tne life boats at once and hat which President Taft and the Cabinet,
and favorable notice. His versitility strength along the border, it may be;
"arrived at the scene of the
don, Col. Archibald Grade, Mr.
w!re scantily clad as they took Huntington Wilson, acting secretary
and ready knowledge of language has considered advisable to have some
servof
to
be
disaster too late
Mus ,neil. piaces j the boats. This would 0f State and
Wm.
ham, Mrs.
Graham,
memoers of the mounted police nearj
Major General Leonard
of
on
a
him
higher rung
again placed
ice." The Virginian ha'- proMargaret Graham, Mrs. Lee D. Green-- indicate that the Titanic's condition wood chief of staff of the armv parti- the ladder of success and it would be the border and also to arrange plans on her way to Europe.
ceeded
v
m.
u.
.nr.
riem,
for
ureeuneiu, nenry was sucn tnat no time could be cipated.
some members of theNaThe Carpathia is coming in
surprising if he stopped with the ad- tionalplacing
Haraner, Mr. and Mrs. George A.g)ared to return to state rooms for
Guard in the field, should occa-- !
General Wood reached the White
All
New
to
York.
vantage gained.
slowly
hope
Harder. Henry S. Harper and man ..dditinnal rlotbes.
sion arrive.
House
soon after the Cabinet asof
for details
the tragedy and
. :l
Mr. Roberts was born at Taos, New
.
servant, Mrs. Henry S. Harper, Henry
for Dawn.
Prayed
v uuv
sembled
and held an earnest conversaiiu serious conumon is oenev- .1
its effects are centered on this
Mexico eighteen years ago and has ed
Hawksford, Mrs. Charles M. Hayes
Danger still confronted even those tion with Secretary Stimson in an
to exist at this time,' the members!
and daughter Marget, Mrs. Henry
ship. She will be Tn wireless
lived and received his education in of
l111
who were so fortunate as to be
ail iniinno- mntn
Mr Wilson then was
these committees will discuss the!
communication with Sable IslMiss Jean Hippach, Mrs. John aboard the life boats. Huge quanti '
this section of the state. His mother
summoned
and
the
three officials went
on
with
and
Nantucket
M.
C.
tonight,
Hogeboom, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Mrs. V. L. Roberts lives on Grant Avefies of field ice covered the ocean, a
room.
captain of the mounted police and the
J. Bruce Ismay, Mrs. A. F. Lead- wireless dispatch says, and in the dark-- ! into the Cabinet
Thursday and will reach New
nue.
Hoyt,
Insurrection Grows.
governor this afternoon.
York some time Thursday
er, Mrs. Ernest Lines, Miss Mary C. ness the crews had to guide their
D. C, April lii. Culia- Senate.
Washington,
F.
G.
Miss
Miss
night.
Lilies,
to
Longley,
preboats with the greatest care
of Sinaloa, was cap-- I
Washington, D. C, April 16. The
the
can,
was only a brief session of the
capital
It
in Three Cities.
Grief
A.
Pierce
Madill,
Marschall, sent being jammed and overturned.
Senate today passed the House bill to Senate that was held this afternoon,
ttired
rebels according to
Mexican
by
New York and Paris
D.
London,
W.
Mrs.
Marvin, Mrs. W. E. Minni The ice was so heavy that the life 'state
appropriate $300,000 in addition to the when adjournment was taken to three
department advices today. Guer-- I
and overare
Made
Miss
Miss
han,
Minmhau,
Daisy
not
force
their
boats
way;
coid
$350,000 already provided to maintain o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
rero was added to the list of states
whelmed by the news of the
line Newell, Miss Marjorie
Newell, through it and as a result became!
and protect the levees on the Missiswhere the instirrecto movement is asof
crowds
Tearful
disaster.
C.
E.
Miss
Helen
Lavvson.
A
biting!
Ostby,
was
was
Miss:witiely separated. The air
petition
presented by Holt
now
sippi river against the impending
relatives and friends of passHelen R. Ostby, Mr. F.ennad Omond,icoid and the chill that rose from the! suming greater proportions. It is
s Cruces, favoring the pas
floods. The bill now goes to the'fr
western
denied
the
Salina
from
Cruz,
on
Titanic
board
the
engers
Major Arthur Puecher., Mrs. Thomas!
floes caused the passengers to!
President who urged this action in a sage ot the bill providing for traveling
of the Tehauntepec railroad,
J. Potter, Mrs. George Rheims, Mrs. hover close together to keep warm. terminus
thronged the steamship offices
school libraries. To Committee
on
special message.
that that line is being molested.
all
three
in
cities,
S.
waiting
Edward
C.
Robert,
Rolmano,
boats
life
the
Education.
MissjA11 through the night,
Graham Scores Mann.
hour after hour for news which,
Edith Rosenbaum, Mrs. Martin
A
from Socorro signed by
helplessly between the shifting
bemore
meant
than
often
Washington, D. C, April 16. To zo petition ana
not,
of
Countess
Rothes. Adolpho rakes of ice while the survivors pray- - 200,000 RAILWAY SHOP
child,
names,
presented Dy a. ko- make direct charge that Mr. Mann, the
EMPLOYES CONFER.
and sorrow.
reavement
Abraham
Mrs. ed for dawn to come.
Saalfeld,
Salanian,
mero. asked to" a law to prohibit
in Paris and London
minority leader, "knowingly" had utPan!
Mrs.
People
Frederick
Seward,
Schabert,
to
Death.
Hundreds
Carried
Ju,
Definite Steps Looking Toward Fedtered a deliberate falsehood in an ef- prizefighting. To Committee on
went to bed last night in the beWm. D. Silvey, Col. Alfonson
Shortly after 2 o'clock, the sinking
eration of Allied Trades at
that all the passengers on
fort to discredit him, Representative diciary.
lief
Mr. and Mrs. Titanic made her great dive into the
T.
Wm.
Sloper,
The following bills were introduced:
Kansas City.
had been
board the Titanic
John G. Snyder, Mrs. W. E. Spencer isea carning hundreds of persons to
Graham, of Illinois, chairman of the
an
Bill
for
act
No.
Senate
the
83,
this morning brought
House Interior Department Expendi
and maid. Dr. Max. Stepelin, Mr. and death.
saved;
Ppeclal Leased Wire to New Mexican)
them the appalling truth. Of
Mrs. G. E. H. Stengel, Mrs. George M.
tures Committee today delivered a protection of meters, conduits, pipes,Daylight came and with it arrived (ByKansas
the survivors on board the CarCity, Mo., April 16. Reprebitter assault on his colleague. The wires, ana omer apparatus, was inStone, Mrs. Frederick Joel Swift, J.jthe Cunarder Carpathia which found
To Commitby Laughren.
by far the larger numB. Thayer, Miss Ruth
pathia
attack grew out of Mr. Mann's alle- troduced
Taussig, Mr.lonv tne score 0f ife boats filled with sentatives of 20u,Ono members of five
tee on Private and Municipal Corporaber are women and children.
and Mrs. E. Z. Taylor, Gilbert M. Tuck- - crew and passengers floating helpless- - railway shop crafts west of the Misgations a few days ego that Chairman tions.
Notable Passenger List.
er, Mrs. F. M. Warren, Mrs. J. Stuart iy about the vicinity where the Titanic sissippi river, resumed their conferGraham had befriended and advised
Senate Bill No. 84, by Sulzcr, an act
ence here today with the expectation
Many men of prominence on
White, Miss Mary Wick, Mrs. George had ,)assed under the waves.
Mrs. Helen Pierce Gray,, alleged by
to amend Chapter 40, Laws of the 37th
that definite steps toward the federatwo continents are among the
D. Widener, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Thay-- j
of
Ice.
Miles
him to be a woman lobbyist, active in
Twenty
and to amend Section would be taken. The first matter
assembly
been
No word
legislative
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Miss
missing.
Willard,
High
wireless
A
er,
16.
W
Indian legislation.
York, April
tion 4137 of the Compiled Laws of
received of Colonel John Jacob
Woolner, Miss Marie Young, Mrs. Ida messagi Snt Dy captain Rostrum of discussed was the report of the credenAn affidavit, which Mr. Mann had
1897, regulating the sale of liquor on
S. Pippach, Mrs. Walter Clark, Mrs.jthe Carpathia to the Cunard line here tials committee on the question of adAstor; his wife, however, has
said proved his allegations, was read
To
premises where manufactured.
been saved. Alfred G. Vander-bil- t
B. Cummings, R. Spencer Silver- - t0 latitude 41.45 north and longitude mitting painters, steanifilters and othJohn
neithwas
who
Mr.
said
it
Graham,
by
Committee on State Affairs.
Tier allied trades.
board
not
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(some question as to identity.) 50 2o east, reads as follows:
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Mr.
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affidavit as
er proof
Bill No. 85, by Hoit, an act
Senate
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version:
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Wireless
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New
Am proceeding
York,
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in London. Isadnr Straus, the
meaning Mrs. N. Aubert.
jless otherwise ordered, with about REYES TO FORFEIT BOND
ing his fist at Mr Mann, declared he; of electrc current Kag Qr water To
AT LAREDO, TEXAS.
millionaire
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New
York
800. After having consulted with Mr.
was justified In the belief that Mr. Conlmittee on
Besieged By Anxious Relatives.
Private and MunicipaI
who was
and philanthropist,
the circum-thNew York, April 16 All through ismay and considering
Mann "was trying to get these charg-- j
Corp0rations.
Former Insurrecto Leader is Now in
on board, has not been reporte
es before the country when he had
night the offices of the White Star stances with so much ice about,
On motion of Holt, the printing and
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Military Prison in Troubled
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New
York
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j
and the newspapers
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Large
knowledge that they were absolutely translation of Bills Nos. 83 and 85, isi
Mexico.
carwith
of
$10,000,000
steamship
by many persons anxious to learn jber of icebergs and twenty miles
false.''
with for the time being.
go and jewels worth perhaps
the fate of relatives or friends on field ice with bergs amongst,
Mr. Graham charged that Mr. Mann dispensed
Announcement was made that the
'Fv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican"
$10,000,000 more is a total loss.
board the Titanic, while a flood of
Many Perished of Cold.
virtually had falsified the records in Finance Committee would meet with
16. Bondsmen
Laredo, Texas, April
16.
N.
The
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and
S.,
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Halifax,
telephone
April
the case. While Mr. Mann was plllotelegrams, cablegrams
GeMral BrooUes at 4 p. m.
of General Bernardo Reyes, whose
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much
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interruption.
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No life rafts or bodies were
Carpathia
steamship
Titanic.
the
country.
was ordered to show cause at the next
The Committee on State Affairs to have on board all the survivors of
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wreckage,
Wireless
floating
among
CRUDE OIL ADVANCED
Handicapped,
sighted
of the United States district
meets at 11 a. m. tomorrow. The Com- the Titanic disaster started
Officials of the line had little news which covered a large area. The term
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workweather
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Parisian reports
day
by
impart. Wireless operators
(By Special Leased
The amount
is $10,000.
forfeited.
porations was asked to consider imd through the night trying to send cold and that even if any persons had
Independence, Kans., April 16. An mediately the two bills referred to it ciation the list of Titanic's survivors.
Reyes now is in a military prison in
advance of tw-- cents a barrel in the this afternoon.
Great difficulty was exnerienced in and pick up calls from the scene of been on the wreckage, they in all Mexico.
the disaster. The wireless was handi- probability would have perished from
price of crude oil, making the price
Barth asked when the Committee on getting many of the names correctly
a thunderstorm, which fin- exposure before they could have been
64 cents, was announced by the Prairie
would and more than a score of names as capped by
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the
from
A Newspaperman's
View.
posted.
X
Carpathia
Adjournment was taken to 3 p m. passengers, who had booked at the There were some who scanned the lists p Andrmvi
Boulogne, France, April 16. Miss
Miss Cornelia J.
X
President McQueen
Gray,
moment. The receipt of the list
tomorrow.
last
Harriet
Quimby, an American aviator,
R
Mrs.
B.
Mrs.
(probably
and
faces
with
turned away
showing Chibinace,
X of the University of New MexHouse.
iof the first cabin survivors required
the English channel from Do- - crossed
D.
(probRobert
Douglas,
realized, but many who came B.) Chibnall,
X ico, is pushing a movement
six hours effort. So far as hopes
the
After
more
Speaker
this
than
preliminaries.
morning, landing at Hardelot
or,ver
O.
Douglass,
were disappointed.
ably Mr. or Mrs. W.
X for a school to prepare schol- R. L. Baca being the chair,
near here. Miss Quimby is the firu
the names check up correctly, the folEllis
Miss
C.
F.
A
(may
Mrs.
Douglass),
Quick
Report.
X ars for commercial and governwoman to fly across the channel alone.
The following bills were introduced: lowing saloon passengers of the TiWashington, D. C, April 16. A be Miss Eustial, Miss Eniiie Kenchia, Her
X mental relations with Span- House Bill No. 85, by Campbell and tanic are safe on board the Carpathia.
flight occupied two hours.
Mr.
R.
F.
Mrs.
line
Kenyon),
White
from
the
Star
(possibly
quick report
countries.
X
House, an act creating a normal school
E.
The Parisian in Touch.
D.
Mrs.
on the number of life boats and life and
Kimberley, (possibly
X
"His reasons are identical
A.
ai Tucumcari.
Halifax, N. S., April 16. The Allan rafts carried by the Titanic was tele- Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Kimball). F.
X with those presented by the
WORKING FOR
House Bill No. 86. by Carter, an act
X
Mr. or Mrs. F.
Kenniman.
for
(probably
Sable
Island
Inspector
by
Supervising
via
graphed
Parisian
Line
reports
X Editor of Progress over a year
BETTER ROADS. X
- X
;to provide for the regulation and s
(probLindstrom,
R.
steamboat
of
the
Sigfrid
the
Kenyon),
from
government
no
Upler
passengers
X ago, In a letter written to the
nerviRion of investment companies that she has
- X
County Commissioner George X
ably Mrs. J. Lindstrom), Mile, (probon board. The Parisian has inspection service.
X editor of the Santa Fe New
and providing penalties for the viola- Titanic
Frank D. Millet), Mr. J. N. Rog-- : X Kinsell and State Engineer C. X
Survivors Number 868.
ably
Sable
the
with
touch
come
into
just
X Mexican and published In that
tion thereof.
New York, April 16. The White erson, Mrs. Arthur, Mrs. Emil B.,'X D. Miller will tomorrow go over X
Wireless station.
X paper at the time.
House Bill No. 87, by Gurule, an act Island
line announced officially at 11 Miss Suan P., Master Allison 'and X the Agua Fria road to locate X
Star
X
"The value of a knowledge of
to amend Section 2361 of the Compiled
Carpathia Arrives Thursday.
o'clock
Practically cer-- X the sites for culverts which X
positive maid of Philadelphia.
they had received
X Spanish, as a means of secur- Laws of 1897, fixing a fee of 50 cents
Washington, D. C, April 16. The news the number of survivors on the tain this Rynerson family. Miss B. X are to be placed without delay. X
al- - X
X Ing favorable trade and politic- Kinsell
for recoraing chattel mortgages.
Carpathia will arrive in New York Carpathia was 868. This dispatch Shutter, (probably Mrs. B. W. Shutes), X Commissioner
X al relations with our South
Petitions were presented against Thursday afternoon according to a was sent from the Olympic, which, !t Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Spedden, (probably X though a very busy man, still, X
X American neighbors cannot be X prizefighting and in behalf of other wireless dispatch received by Collec- js understood, is in wireless commun- - Mr. and Mrs. Frederick O. Spedden), X is giving much of his time to X
X over
estimated." Obar. Pro- - X matters and were referred to the tor Loeb. Assistant Secretary of the jcation with the Carpathia.
Rich E. Williams, (probably P. M. X county business, and especial-- X
X
X gress.
the
directed
that
has
ly to the cause of good roads. X
Curtis
Lost.
Guggenheim Probably
Treasury
Continued on Page Five.)
( Continued on Page Two.)
Customs regulations be waived and
Washington, D. C, April 16. Sena- -
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

the

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.

.

Always the Leader

A

HEARTREDING STORY OF THE
LOSS OF THE TITANIC.

HAPPY, LAUGHING
CHILD IN FEW HOURS.

If Cross,

Irritable, Feverish, Tongue

BREAKING

!

G

Williams, Jr.), Mrs. Robert O'Connell,
(probably Mrs. B. G. Cornell.)
Your child isn't naturally cross, Irri
The list of survivors whose name do
table and peevish. Mother! Examine not appear on the original sailing list,
the tongue; if coated, it means the lit probably includes a large number of
tle one's stomach is disordered, liver those who took the ship at Cherbourg:
inactive and its thirty teet ot Dowels
Miss A. Baseiua, Mrs. G. M. Burns,
Miss D. D. Casebere, Mrs. Victorine
dogged with foul, decaying waste.
Every mother realizes after giving Chamdazen, Miss Sarah Daniel, Miss
delicious "Syrup of Figs" that this is Disette, Alfred Dranchensted,
Philip
the ideal laxative and physic for chil- - Emock, Miss Anterete Fleigheim,
dren. Nothing else regulates the lit-- , Miss Franoatelli, James Googht, Mrs.
tie ones tender stomach, liver andA. 0. Helversen, Henry R. Homer,
bowels so effectually, besides
they. Miss Ruberta Mamy, Madame
love its delightful fig taste.
car(j. Miss Bertha Lavory, Gustave J
For constipated bowels, sluggish liv-- ; Lesneur, Miss Nanette Panhart, Mrs.
er, biliousness, or sour, disordered Maman J. Renago, Miss Apple Ranalt,
stomach, feverishness, diarrhoea, sore,Miss Augusta Sesreneca. H. B. Stefthroat, bad breath or to break a cold, fanson, Miss Emma Segesseer, Mrs.
f
to a teaspoontui ot P. p. smith, Miss Hilda Slayton, Rob- give
" Syrup of Figs," and in a tew hours .ert
Douglas Shadcll. Mrs. Lucien P.
all the clogged up waste, sour bile, Smith, Miss Emma Ward, Miss Ella
Mrs. Tucker and maid, Mrs. P.
undigested food and constipated
ter will gently move on and out of Stephenson, Mr. W. E. Carter, Mrs.
ihe system without griping or nausea, 'ostby. Miss Lillian Bantham,
Miss
and you will surely have a well, hap-- Bessette, Mrs. William Bucknell, Oli
py and smiling child again snortiy.
via Middle, Karl Barrett, Robert
With Syrup of Figs you are not Douglas Sheddell, Mile Haussig.
com-i
Xew York, April 16. The official
drugging your children, being
posed entirely of luscious figs, senna announcement of the White Star line
and aromatics it cannot be harmful. 0f positive news that there are 86S
Full directions for children of all survivors
of the Titanic on board
plainly print- steamship Carpathia and the fact
ages and for grown-up- s
ed on the package.
that the names of only 315 of those
Ask your druggist for the full name. saved have been sent in by wireless
"Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna," shows that there are 5j3 persons res
prepared by the California Fig Syrup cued from the Titanic whose names
Co. This is the delicious tasting, gen- have not been received here.
Refuse anything
uine old reliable.
Hope Abandoned.
else offered.
St. Johns. X. F., April 16 All
hope that any of the passengers or
THE DOCTOR'S SIDE OF IT.
cr(?w ot tne Titanjc. other than those
(By Charles H. Mackintosh.)
on the Carpathia. was alive, was aban- (From Judge.)
All the steam
idoned this afternoon.
Laugh, it you like, at uie uocior s rs which naV been cruising near the
mistakes
disaster have continued their voyages.
And I reckon we all make a few!
Life Boats nadequate.
Hes giving tne universe moie man. London April is.The apparent
'
he takes,
fact that the Titanic's boats were not
Which is more than the most of j sufficient to accommodate the ships
us dpersonnel is causing much comment
here although the papers are chary of
Feather your arrows with humorous discussing the subject. The law does
chaff,
not provide the number of boats the
And tip them with satire and bile,
largest ships shall carry. It applies
But don't ask your target to join in'onIy to shiis displacing up to 10,000
the laugh- tons, as it was passed before the presHe's entirely too busy to smile!
ent great liners were designed.
Some Booked But Did Not Sail.
For General Practitioner. Army of
Southampton, England, April 16.
Health,
The following
passengers whose
Is fighting the terrors you fear.
names were on the list of the Titanic,
While you are discussing his
did not embark:
wealth."
j
First Class E. A. Melody, M. J.
a
a
)
thousand
year!
(Most likely,
White, Schabert.
Second Class Dr. J. C. Jenkins,
He's saving you sickness and giving Mrs. G.
Wilkinson, Ada Wilkinson.
you strength,
London Mourns.
And it's easy to laugh when you're
London, April 16. The news of the
strong;
But one of your terrors may get you loss of the Steamship Titanic and the
probable drowning of more than a
at length
thousand of her passengers overwhelmAnd alter the pitch of your song.
.
ed London
Those who had
'
Then you will remember the jests you friends among the passengers or crew
had gone to their homes last night, re
have made
by the late even- And scorn his assistance, no doubt; lieved and
Or will you entreat him to fly to your.ing dispatches which declared that the
aid
(vessel was still afloat and proceeding
With the skill you have jested, to Halifax.
I
Londers were sure all was well, un
about?
til the authentic tidings came this
morning of the disaster that overwhelmed, the great ship. The news,
AROUND THE STATE
published in a few late editions of the
morning papers and in early editions
of the evening papers pread rapidly
Aztec Democrat Changes Hands.
This was
and consternation resulted.
Maddox Brothers have sold the Aztrue at Lloyd.
tec Democrat, San Juan county, to R. particularly
Flags at Half Mast.
M. Jackson.
At all steamship offices and on many
public buildings flags are flying at
Ramon Muniz Badly Hurt.
half mast. Throughout the morning,
Ramon Muniz, aged 70 years, was the crowds which besieged the newsthrown from a wagon at Albuquerque paper offices, and the headquarters of
and badly hurt.
the White Star Line increased in size.
Pitiful scenes wer e witnessesd as
Smallpox Epidemic.
women and children, unable to get inTwenty cases of smallpox are re- formation as to relatives or friends,
ported at Lafayette, Colorado, and the ltft the crowds wUa tearstained faces.
disease is reported to be spreading in Officials of the White Star Line had
other Colorado towns.
little to offer them beyond dispatches
to the
identical with those cabled
District Court at Taos.
from New York. The annewspapers
District court at Taos will convene
nouncement that the Steamship
on the first Monday in May. The low
was remaining in the vicinity
state of the court funds may prevent
some
of the wreck gave hope that
jury trials.
survivors might be found.
The list of rescued began trickling
Troops to Pass Lamy.
offices during the
Tomorrow two troop trains will pass into the newspapers
cabled from New York. Lord
morning,
Lamy bound for Leavenworth, Kansas.
and Norman C. Craig, mem-- k
Included in tomorrow's troop move- - Ashburton
nt DmOinnuiiit vhnen names an- ment are Companies E, G and H, en- .
. .
UstB
i llhH.hBd
in owii.-- v.gineers from the Philippines and Ha- oficniru
cabin passengers, did not sail
first
waii.
The famLy of J.
on the Titanic.
Three New School Districts.
director of the
Three new school districts have Bruce Ismay, managing
received no direct
Line
White
Star
been created in Taos county, one at
news from him, but his name appeares
Canon, the second at Prado and the
rescued posted by the
third at Virginia, a new settlement. in the list of
A wireles dispatch received
papers.
The three districts have 105 children
today by the firm of Pears soap manu
of school age.
and time 1:20 yesterday,.
facturers
Attorney McKean Will Read a Paper. said
"all well." It was unmerely
William
McKean of Taos,
Attorney
believed to be from
was
but
signed,
who was a member of the Constituwith his wife,
tional Convention, will read a paper at Thomas Pears, who,
was among the Titanic's passengens.
It came via the Liner Potsdam, but
there was no indication es to where
it was originally sent from.
Hard on Underwriters.
The underwriters at Lloyds were
staggered at the news, but it is declared that the insurance on the lost
:
vessel is so evenly distributed that
,
I'
none of the underwriters are likely
to be hard hit. The reassuring cable
dispatches received yesterday had sent
the reinsurance rate down to twenty-fivguineas and the underwriters closed up at night hopeful that all was
-

one-hal-

Southern
WITH

ALL

Santa Fe. Telephone

Corner Plaza,
PURCHASES.

CASH

WE

No. 40.

TICKETS

REGISTER

GIVE

j

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

AND

I

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For

INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

ALFaLFA SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Ur?nrLI

r?v
LrCVJ

Phone Black

f

45

Phone Black

45

Dawson,

COAJL

Yankee,
Oakdale.

H"X... SAWED WOOD
333 HICKOX STREET,

I

-

Near Union Depot.

PHONE, RED 100.

n

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

a

TO

Parts

All

tod-ay-

of The World

and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fargo .Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'

Save Money

Checks and Foreign Money Orders

iSiS

U. S.f

Canada, Mexico

J

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

j

jt

jn

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

RIGS.

LIVERY

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J. R. CREATH,

139

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE,
--

AND

SIGN
PAINTING

Mirr

Silveiing,

Ettli'ngon Glass
and Brass

SATISFACHON
GUAR ANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSAONE,
305 San Francisco

Street.

Society Stationery The New Mexican Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Orders taken for engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
your selection from.
OFFICE C Q. M. Chronicle Hid., 8un Francisco. Ciil .April In. 1912. Sealed proposals will
he received here until II u m. May lr. 1912. for
fnrntshiutr coal required at posts in Western
Division during fiscal yeiir commencing July I,
191:2.
Information furnished on application here
or to Post Quartermasters and Quartermasters
at Seattle. Wash.. Portland. Ore. and Honolulu.
H T.. and bidsmay be received by PostQuarter-master- s
and Quartermaster. Honolulu. H- T..
until II a m.. Pacific time. May IS. 1W2. See
Sec. 3r:6. K. S. F. Von SCHKADER, C. Q. M

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES
TO POINTS

IN

CALIFORNIA, OREGON
WASHINGTON.
LOS ANGELES,

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

one way via
or SEATTLE,

SAN FRANCISCO
PORTLAND

$67.50

Dates of sale, April 27, 28, 29, 30, and May 1,2 and 3.
turn limit, June 27, 1912.
June 12, 13, 14, IS, 16, 17, 18, 19,20. Return limit Oct. 31,

LIBERAL
VISIT THE GRAND

STOP-OVE- R

n

--

.

V.

e

Re-

Easily

1912

PRIVILEGES
CANYON

For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe Agent

WILLIAM McKEAN.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

the National Old Trail Association
Convention at Kansas City tomorrow.
His subject will be "The Trail to Taos
from Raton to Santa Fe."

SANTA FE, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

Proved

POSTUM

OF ARIZONA

Pullman and Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.

T

(Continued from Page One.)

Coated and Sick, Give Delicious
"Syrup of Figs."

Meli-dearl-

WINTER

APRIL 16, 1912.

TUESDAY,

is the way out of
Coffee troubles
"There's a Reason"
Read "The Road to
in pkgs.

Well-ville,- "

COVERED BODY
Where Scratched It Made Sores. Terrible Itching and Burning Kept Her
from Sleeping. Cuticura Remedies
Completely Cured Her. No Return.
"Three years ago this winter I had a
breaking out that covered my whole body.
It itched so it seemed as if I should go crazy.
It Iirst came oui m uiue
pimples on my back and
spread till it covered my
whole body and limbs
down to my knees, also
elmy arms down to my
bows. Where I scratched,
the
and
sores,
made
it
terrible itching and burnme from slcep-tn- rr
ing kept
T trior!
pvpral reme- v dies all to no purpose.
Then I concluded to try
the Cuticura Remedies. I used the Cuticura-Soap ;vnd Cuticura uinimeni, uiu
they
vent, for about four months, I and
have had
completely cured me of eczema. I never naa
since.
disease
the
of
no return
a good night's rest after the skin eruption
first broke out till I commenced using the
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. 1I had only
could see
used them a few days before
and the terrible
they were beginning to heal,
was
gone.
Itching
"Those that lived in the house at the time
know how I suffered, and how the Cuticura
take
Soap and Ointment cured me. I never and
a bath without using the Cuticura Soap,
1 do not believe there are better remedies
for any skin disease than the Cuticura Soap
and Ointment." (Signed) Miss Sarah Calkins,
Waukegan, 111., Mar. 16, 1911.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are for sala
throughout the world, but to those who
have suffered much, lost hope and are without faith in any treatment, a liberal sample
booklet on the
ot each together with 32-care and treatment of the skin and scalp wilt
Address Pot--'
bo mailed free, on application.
Drug & Chem. Corp., Dept. 5A, Boston.

When they
this morning, a little business was done at
ninety guineas, but the rate quickly
which is
was raised to ninety-fivknown as a "total loss" rate.
The exact amount of property loss
was hard to ascertain. It was estimated, however, that with the cargo,
the Titanic would represent a value
Of this
of approximately $12,500,000.
total $750,000 was retained by the
White Star Company at its own risk,
and the balance was placed on the insurance market in London, Liverpool,
The loss
Hamburg and elsewhere.
sustained is the largest on record in
connection with one "bottom."
Vice President Franklin, of the Insaid
ternational Mercantile Marine
this afternoon that the company was
holding back no information and that
well.

WORK YOUR GARDEN WITH TOOLS YOU BUY FROM US AND
THEY WON'T ALWAYS BE BREAKING.
WE "RAKE" THE MARKET FOR THE BET GARDEN TOOLS
AND HARDWARE MADE.
WE "HOE OUR ROW" BY GIVING OUR CUSTOMERS
.
GOOD
HARDWARE FOR THEIR GOOD MONEY.

Phone

14.

WHEN

Delivered to your house.

KAUNE

three-quarte-

EconomyGrocery
FOR THIS WEEK ONLY

Butter, 25c. and 35c.

Bacon, 2 lbs. for 25c.
Breakfast Bacon, Best
Grade. 20c. lb.
Light House Cleaner,
6 bars for 25c.
Blueing, per bottle, 5c.

,

Patronize home industry.

For Full Information Call,

MOODY'S HACK LINE
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.

-

The representation from the respective precincts to said county convention, and the names of the precinct
committeemen whose duty it will be
to call such meetings to order at the
time and places specified .are as fol-

lows:

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

Precinct No. 1. Pojoaque. One delegate. Evaristo F. Trujillo, Committee-

and Gents' Custom

man.

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in some of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington
Phone Black

Avenue.
22.

Ooeds Called for and Delivered.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
the north bound train and arrives "at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered- hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
French Noodle Order JOc a disn,
furnished commercial men to take In
Mew York Chop Suey Efa
the surrounding to'itns. Wire B'.nbudo
Station

The Tailor

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Or-

Or. Phone No. Red 76

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

MURALTER

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

cnlBl2"6kB

REAL ESTATE

Phone Black

Will clean, press, repair

WATER CO.

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

Jr.,

s

Leave orders at

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS.
Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

CALL FOR DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.
Santa Fe County, New Mexico.
By direction of the Democratic Executive Committee of Santa Fe County, New Mexico, a delegate convention of the Democrats of said county
is hereby called, to be held at the
County Court House in Santa Fe, New
Four Phones and Five Wagons.
Mexico, on Tuesday, May 6th, 1912, at
2 p. m. of said day, for the purpose of
to repreH. BLAIN,
Proprietor electing fourteen indelegatesDemocratic
the
sent said county
Cor. Burrow Alley and San Francisco St State Convention to be held at Clovis,
New Mexico, on the 14th day of May,
1912, for the purpose of selecting eight
and eight alternates to repNEW STATE BAGGAGE AND delegates
resent the State of New Mexico in the
National Democratic Convention to be
EXPRESS LINE.
held in the City of Baltimore, Maryland, on the 25th day of June, 1912,
50166
for the purpose of nominating Demo
candidates for President and
cratic
Club
Saloon.
Oxford
at
Orders
Leave
of the United States.
Primary meetings are hereby called
to be held in the various precincts of
said county, on Friday the ira day
of May, 1912, at the hour of 7:30
o'clock p. m. in the city of Santa Fe,
New Mexico, and at such hour and
place on said day in the various precincts of said county, outside of said
committeeman
city, as the precinct
fixes and determines.

J.

?

& CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

FRANK M.JONES,

(Recipe by Mrs. Sara Tyon Rarer)
one-ha- lf

Phone 14

THE

YOU CAN GET

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

Hickory Nut Cake
and
four egg whites;
cups
cup water; one
sugar;
cup hickory nut kernels; one teaspoon-fu- l
baking powder.
Beat Cottolene and stisrar to a cream,
add water and flour, stir until smooth;
add half the well beaten whites; then
the nuts; then the remainder of the
whites and the baking powder. Pour
into square flat pans, lined with frreased
paper to the depth of three Inches and
minutes.
bake In moderate oven forty-fiv- e
Try this recipe and prove that Cottolene will make just as light and tasty
cake as butter, and at considerably less
expense for shortening.

It

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

on Page Four.)

Four ounces Cottolene; two cups flour:
one

If Its Hardware We Have

Why Import Mineral Water

e

(Continued

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

man.

Precinct No. 2. Tesuque. One dele
Committee
gate. W. A. Williams,

Precinct No. 3. Santa Fe. Nine
Videlegates. Meeting to be held atNica-no- r
gil's. Hall. Severiano Rivera, or
Baca, Committeeman.

Precinct No. 4. Santa Fe. beven
delegates. Meeting to be held at Cordova's Hall. Chas. F. Easley or Lo-

Committeeman.
Agua Fria. two
Jose A. Romero, Commit

renzo Gutierrez,
Precinct No.

5.

delegates.
teeman.
Precinct No. 6. Cienega. Two dele
gates. J. D. L. A. Carillo, Committee
man.
Prncinet No. 7. Cerrlllos. Three
delegates. . Ramon Sandoval, Commit
teeman.

Precinct No. 8. Galisteo. One deleJose A. Anaya, Committee-

gate.
man.

Precinct
delegates.
teeman.

No. 9.

San Ildefonso. Two
Flavio Valencia, Commit-

Precinct No. 10. Stanley. Two delegates. E. Y. Park or Jno. Evans,
Committeeman.
Precinct No. 11. Golden. One delegate. JjrD. Har Committeeman.
Precinct No. 12. Lamy, Two delegates. Felipe Salazar, Committeeman.
Precinct No. 13. Glorieta. One
delegate. Pedro Ortiz, Committeeman.
Precinct No. 14. Chimayo. One
delegate.
Eulogio Martinez, Committeeman.
Precinct No. 15. Santa Cruz. One
delegate. Jose A. Maestes, Committeeman.
Precinct No. 16. Santa Cruz. One
delegate. John S. Block, Committeeman.
Precinct No. 17. Santa Fe. Five
's
delegates. Meeting to be held at
Hall. Gus Hunter, or Thos.
Doran, Committeeman.
Precinct No. 18. Santa Fe. Seven
delegates.
Meeting to be held at the
Court House. C. O. Harrison or Meli-to- n
Castillo, Committeeman.
Precinct No. 19. Madrid. Two delTomas Archibeque, Commitegates.
teeman.
Precinct No. 20. San Pedro. One
delegate. Quinto Sandoval, Committeeman.
Precinct No. 21. Otto. One delegate. S. M. Johnson, Committeeman.
Precinct No. 22. Nambe. Three
Cesario Ortiz, Committeedelegates.
man.
Precinct No. 23. Rio Medio. One
delegate. Pedro Jimenez, Committeeman.
Precinct No. 24. Kennedy. One
Juan Sanchez, Committeedelegate.
man.
All Democrats and citizens irrespective of past party affiliation, who believe in the objects sought to be attained by the Democratic party, are
requested to participate in said primaries and the selection of delegates
to said county convention.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Chairman, Democratic
County Cen
trai Committee.
ADOLPH P. HILL,
Secretary, Democratic County Central Committee.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, April 5th,
1912.
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Stubborn Colds May Lead
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Baca Is Elected President
of Council by Unanimous
Vote.
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Cut and Fit
exactly according to his
individual requirements.
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Rexall Week April 15th to 20th

232 San Francisco Street

Phone Main 37
Violet Dulce Face Powder
Regular Price 50c, sale price

39c

Harmony Line Perfumes
Equal to Imported Perfumes
75c
Price
oz., sale price
Regular

50c oz.

Harmony Toilet Waters

Rexall Store Tooth Brushes,

None Better or More Lasting

Regular Price 75c, sale Price

60c

Regular 50c value,

Now is the Time to Stock
REXALL

VIOLET

TALCL'M

POWDER, regular price

REXALL

The perfect

Rexall 93 Hair Tonic

Rexall

balls,

package,

for

Shampoo

Paste

busi-

Our exclusive

qualities are unquestioned. The
SpringandSummer Styles are
elegant. Youcan
be sure that our

i

-

5

mmmmm

i

l

prices are low.
We also

S

Jar

GUARANTEE EVERY STITCH OF CLOTHING MADE ON OUR PREMISES

A Fine Spring Tonic

CAPITAL TAILOR

Rexall Sarsaparilla

your winter clothing in, belter than moth
15c

!

shampoo is

25c a

Red Cedar Flakes

2

agreeable to every
ness assemblage.

15c

Two sizes - 50c, $1.00

25c and 50c

To pack

i

attained enly with

SALTS

LIVER

i

15c

ThePositive Dandruff Remover

The Best Liver Medicine
on the Market

to bring with
him a subtle atmosphere
of refinement that is so

35c

25c, price this week

BHOOMHI LOOK

patterns and superior draping

1

PEARL TOOTH POWDER, regular price 25c, prich this week

tailored man has invariably such a

He seems

Up On Drug Store Goods

REXALL

This WHY the merchant

WELL

Imported

special price

patterns,

pentM-li-

CMso
When Mayor-Ekc- t
Lopez
arose last night in the council cham
ber at the conntv court house to take
the oath as mayor of the city of Santa
Fe the members of the retiring coun
cil and the members of the incoming
council joined in the brar'y applause George W. Armijo. Nicanor Baca, It.
o
the citizens present. Acting Ma- L. Baca, liomulo l.opez.
yor Thomas P. Gable called the retirCannto Alarid,
Police Committee
ing council to order and the regular John Shoemaker, Frank Butt.
routine
gone through by thrt body
Street and
Bridge Committee
lor the last time. The reports of the
George W. Armijo, J. W. Alters Cairn-tcity clerk, city treasurer and city
Alarid, Frank B itt. Romulo l.oiei.
marshal were referred to the Mayor-Flee- t
John
Fire Department Committee
who later turned them over to Shoemaker, ft. I,. Baca, N.canor Bvica.
the proper committees of the new i Public Works, Commit tee - Komul
council.
Lopez, Frank Butt, J. W. Akers
Frauk tlu'.t,
Health Committee
Mayor Lopez who was an alderman
of the Third Ward selected by the
Alarid. John ShoemeKer.
council to fill the unexpired term of
Ordinance and License Comniitleo
Rexall Disappearing Skin Cream
two years tendered his resignation is K. j. Baca, George V. Armijo, Nica- was nor Baca.
alderman and Juan Shoemaker
39c elected and sworn in to fill the
Regular Price 50c, sale price
Survey and Light Committee Canu- This action by the council to Alarid, J, W. Akers, liomulo Lopez,
was the signal for the presentation
Sewers, Ditches and Irrigation Com- Harmony Rose Glycerine Toilet Soap o? an alleged election certificate of jmiltee Nicanor Baca, John Shoe
iv u. uaioya. Attorney j. 11.
maker, George W. Armijo.
The largest cake of good soap made
Canuto Alarid, J.
Parks Committee
apiieared tor Mr. Tafoya and urged the
council to recognize the certificate al W. Akers. Romulo Loiiez.
Regular price 15c, sale price
10c, 3 for 25c
Sanla Fe Grant Laud Committee
leging that the council was vested
with no authority of electing members U, L. Haca, George W. Armijo, J. YV.

Sp cctci

ARE THE BEST.
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CLOTHES

THE MAN who goes to a merchant tailor
has many advantages. He is not only
able to choose from a much wider range
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New City Officials Took Oath
of Office at Court House
Last Night
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Dispels Spring Fever

25c

Large bottles.

East Side of Plaza, Next Door to First Nat. Bank Bldg.

.$1,00

Special Stationery Sale
Rexall Cabinet, 48 Sheets and 48 Envelopes, regular price 50c the box
----introductory this week
Baltimore Linen Pound Paper, regular pri:e 50c the pound, special
---this week
Envelopes to match, per package

Out

---

Liggett's Chocolates

purest and richest
Chocolates on the mar
ket today.

Special Price this week, - 80c. per lb., 45c. per 12 lb.

FOR THAT AUTO TRIP
25c. the bottle

THIS WEEK ONLY
Z2
fa)'

Drug Company
The Rexall Drug Store
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

?n:H:iifMH:ni

I
The WHITE SHOE will be

25c

The

Take along a bottle of ALMAROSA CREAM,

Shoes!

j
OlC

SPEAKER R.
Elected President of Santa
Far Sixteen Years, Member of the City
able Worke rfor Santa Fe's

the Shoe of the Season
for Women who want

L. BACA,

Fe City Council Last Evening.
Council, He Has Been an IndefatigProgress and Welfare.

the thing in Spring and
Summer Footwear.

to fill vacancies in case of no election. Akers.
Before adjournment the city council!
Councilman Anniio answered that
the matter was one that could not pro- approved the bonds of the city clerk
perly come before the retiring coun- and city treasurer. The surety was
signed by the Fidelity and Casualty
cil and the mayor so held.
Company, O. C. Watson and Company,
Members of the New Council.
agents.
Following the administration of the
oath to Mayor Lopez the oath was
M. D. Boardman, 573 W. Main St.,
taken by the following officers elecHelena, Mont., gives an interesting acted at the last city election:
Facundo Ortiz, clerk; J. H. Vaughn, count of his improved health through
treasurer; Nicanor Baca, alderman, the use of Foley Kidney Pills. After
First Ward; Romulo Lopez alderman, giving a detailed account of his case,
old
Second Ward; J. W. Akers, alderman he says, "I am almost 79 years
Third Ward, and Frank Butt, aldermen and have spent hundreds of dollars
for medicines, but find that I have
Fourth Ward.
received more benefit from Foley KidThese together with the following
than from all other mediney
who hold over and Juan Shoemaker cines.Pills,
Further particulars sent on
w ho was elected will
the
compose
request.'' For sale by all druggists.
of the new city administration:
First Ward, Councilman George W.
Indictments.
Twenty-fivArmijo; Second Ward, Canuto Alarid;
R.
L. Baca.
Fourth Ward,
The grand jury at Carlsbad, Eddy
indictments,
Shortly before the completion of the county, found twenty-fivorganization of the new council Attor- among them one against W. E. Wash-ney .1. H. Crist again presented the ington for drawing and handling a
certificate of tin; alleged election of deadly weapon; one against K. X. Re- E. C. Tafoya as alderman for the qua, et. al, false pretense, and against,
Third Ward and quoted numerous pas three Spanish speaking residents for
sages from the laws of New Mexico to violation of the compulsory school law. j
support his contention. Councilman
George W. Armijo, admitted . that he
CAUSESSGKNESS
in the
was not particularly versed
law, but that the council based its ac
tion in the election of Mr. Lopez two Good Health Impossible With a Dis
ordered Stomach.
years ago and of Juan Shoemaker to
fill the vacancy created by the resignaThere is nothing that will create
tion of Mr. Lopez, on an opinion of the sickness or cause more trouble than a
Attorney General Frank W . Clancy disordered stomach, and many people
which he read. On motion of Coun daily contract serious maladies simply
cilman Baca the council referred the through disregard or abuse of the
matter to the city attorney.
stomach.
We urge every one suffering from
Appointments.
The council then went into execu any stomach derangement, indigestion,
tive session after electing Councilman or dyspepsia, whether acute or chron- j
R L. Baca, president and approving ie, to try Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets,
the following appointments: Rafael with the distinct understanding that I
Gomez, city marshal; Bernardo Baca, we will refund their money without
s
question or formality, if after reason
assistant city marshal; E. Ortega,
Romero, F. Trujillo and Alberto able use of this medicine they are not ;j
Jose Dominguez satisfied with the results. We recom
Garcia, patrolmen;
and Francisco Romero y Garcia, garb mend them to our customers every
age wagon drivers; E. P. Davies, city day, and have yet to hear of any one
attorney. Dr. David Knapp, city phy- who has not been benefited by them.
sician; Seferino Alarid, street com Three sizes, 25., 50c, and $1.00 a box,
missioner; E. E. Meirs, city engineer: Sold in Santa Fe only at our store.
The Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug
Committees.
Finance Committee J. W. Akers, Co., 232 San Francisco St.
per-son-

THE NUBUCK
a new leather, will be the j

favored material canvas
and linen shoes of course.

Particularly Choice High or
Low Cut Shoes

e

e

1

To-ma-

j

Our

disdav of White Shoes, Ties,

Pumps, Button Oxfords, Strap
Slippers and Colonials is a selec
tion of the latest and best moaeis
made. Come and see them.
Women's White Nubuck,

14

Button,

Women's White Nubuck,

16

Button,

Women's White Buck,

MEN'S HIE

17

CANVAS, 16

Button,
BUTTON,

$3.50
4.50
5.00
3.50

Button Oxfordsjies, Pumps and Colonials

$2.75, $3.00, $3.50 and $5.00
Where
Quality
Meets
Price

fohit 9flueger

See
Our
Window
Display
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SANTA
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NEW MEXICAN

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING

COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
Makes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Naws. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.

The S

TUESDAY,

16', 1912.

J. F. RHOADS

oi Pl !EfiCE

net

APRIL

WOOD WORKER
Manufacturer of

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,
::

Screen Windows,

Screen Doors,

SHOW CASES.

Street

104 Galesteo
Telephone

::

157 W.

SANTA

FE, N. M.

Entered as. Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail.
.25
Daily, per week by carrier
Weekly, six ironths.
" TVl - l,. , 1
Oaily, per month, by carrier.
c' Jem....
fin "
TTinnth V.17 mail
llntlv
.7.00 Weekly, per quarter.
Daily." per year, by mail

rr

EGGS FOR HATCHING

.?3.50
.

1.00

S. C. White Leghorns, 13 Eggs, $1.00
1.00
Barred Plymouth Rocks, 13 "
.40
Fancy Fresh Table Eggs, doz.

. 2.00

.

.50

W.LINDHARDT,

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

::::::::::::::

Now is the Time, and this is the Place to spend a Vacation.

The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico! It is sent to
every postofUce in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressiT e people of the Southwest.

Telephone connection.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

An ideal
motor trip from Santa Fe.
Beautiful Illustrated Booklet sent free on request.
28-mi-

le

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

125

Palace Ave.

Subscribe
for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
of the time and works tor the
upbuilding of our new State.

each steamer meets the requirements tucket. She will then be 195 miles
of its home government.
from New York. Meantime the
All Mail Lost.
will be within the wireless
New York, April 16. Postmaster range of several stations in her course.
THE COUNTY SALARY BILL.
THE QUESTION OF ALTITUDE.
Edward M. Morgan said today that the Through
the Carpathia will
The legislature Bhould pass a law
The official weather reports of the
Titanic had on board 3,500 packs of be movingThursday
South shore of
the
along
salafor
and
fair
reasonable
providing
exmail. It is not likely, he said, they
past three months show that the
the wireless staIsland,
Long
ries for county officials. Under prepassing
were saved. As the standard ocean
treme minimum in temperature at
tion at Sagaponack Thursday morning
sent circumstances, or under any cirmail bag holds about 2,000 letters, it
each month, has been one cumstances, no county can afford to
and Fire Island later in the day.
is estimated that seven million pieces
Havre, April 16. The Presse
degree below the coldest recorded at pay princely remuneration to its pubof mail matter have been lost.
OLDEST BANKING, INSTITUTION
quotes the captain of the French
Santa Fe. They also show that the lic servants, but a good man is worthy
Cable Ship Sights Wreckage.
as
ne
a
IN
louraluB
sent
of
MEXICO.
a fair wage. Such officers, as the
saying
Halifax v. S inril 16 The Shl
range in temperature each day averwireless dispatch reporting the
schools
who
of
county
Minia
Cable
Island
this
superintendents
reported
Ship
ages from 10 to 20 degrees greater have been
sence of the iceberg to the captain of
neglected in the past and
through the wireless station tne
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
at the Duke City than in the CapiUl received
the
Titanic, who acknowledged
only a beggarly pittance for
A census report today states that here that she had sighted a great
personal and collateral, security. Buys and sells bonds and
City. The same official reports also their work, which after all is more New Mexico on 820 farms
mass of wreckage but no boats or message with thanks,
reporting
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
prove that on certain days when icy important than that of any other conn. had 2o0,00n bearing grapevines, and rafts from the Titanic. This for the'i
Hope and Hope Again,
e
of
Notwith-thdomestic
it.
and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
16.
time
the
on
should
be
that.
the
hope
being disposes
ty officer,
Montreal, Que., April
blasts swept over the Southwest,
placed
122,000 grapevines not bearing on
Minia, which had anchored off standing reports to the contrary, the
was 20 to 25 degrees warmer at Santa same basis as the treasurer, assessor
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
farms. The grapes produced in
or sheriff. In fact, if the 'New Mex- tTm ronsiia vpar nmnnntpfl to 495.000 Cape Race, when the Titanic first! Allan Line officials believe the Pari- liberal terms as are given by any
Fe than it was at Roswell, 200 miles
ican had to do it, the salary law would sounds valued at $16,000. as against calted for.helP- - mi&ht have Picked upl sian may be carrying some of the surfarther south and 3,000 feet lower, be very brief, would make
som
ot
the
agency,
public or private. Liberal advances made on condiscrimivivors of the Titanic. This probability
Tltan.ics Psengers.
no
469.000 bearing vines ten years before
and that the extreme record for cold nation in classes; but would place the that
was
of livestock and products. The bank executes
House
fact
the
that
Extends
the
supported
by
Sympathy,
There
signments
produced 1,516000 pounds.
If. almost 20 degrees lower at Roswell treasurer, assessor, sheriff, .county suseems to be no adeauate reason fori Washington, D. C, April 16. The Parisian was headed for Halifax al- all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
than it is here.
perintendent and clerk, on the same this decline in grape culture as New House of Representatives unanimous-- though originally bound for Philadei-Mexic- o
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consista resolution today extend-- phia.
For the healthseeker, therefore, the level, give them the same amount per
grapes, especially the Mission 'y adopted
ent
of
relatives
more equitable climate of Santa Fe year, and would include a proviso that
those
with sound banking.
to
the
ine
Warned
sympathy
French
Titanic,
Captain
famous
the country
grape, have been
ir superior to that of any other place they m ist give their time and per- over
.ho niet their deaths in the disaster of
In case the Salem has not sufficient
and always found ready market.
OFFICERS.
in the Southwest and that means the sonal supervision to their office.
Titanic.
coaj jn ner bunkers to start immedia- Arizona shows almost as great a de-- j
world. The summers are cooler than There is no reason why a capable
British Express-Grie- f.
R. J. PALEN, President.
tlle Secrtary of the Navy gave
J. B. READ. Cashier.
a production of 1,697,000
from
cline
tely
at Colorado Springs or Denver and school superintendent in the smallest
ten years ago, to 838,000 . London; ct atom on t in the Hnnso "' rf provisional orders to cruiser North Ca- L. A. HUGHES,
pounds
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
in
during the winter, the temperature county of the state should not be paid
to per- pounds in the last census year.
rnmmnna tMo
Mi ro"na, also at Hampton roads,
am
does not drop as low as it does at Al- as much as in the
.
One of the cruisers
largest count.
;
- form the mission.
to Great Britain s sympa
buquerque or Roswell or other points However, in the larger counties some
expression
,
The condition of winter wheat in
,a Ti..,in hu. will be on lts wy tonight.
much farther south and of much lower clerk hire additional should be allowed
ON
side Was Torn Out.
New Mexico is given by the Depart- - aster. Afier reading to the members
altitude. The sheltered location of to be
clerks or
Carcompetent
paid
16.
Alexander
actually
London,
April
91
as
of
ment
compared tne messages from the White Star
Agriculture
Santa Fe .accounts for that and preeight hours work each with 77 on December 1, 1911. The
both the Titanic,
vents the extremely rapid changes deputies giving
Company already published, the pre lisle, designer-oto the county. No salary
working
day
i never
of rye is put down at 94. mjer continued: "Perhaps the House ana Olympic saia toaay.
to
condition
which mean so much discomfort
should range above $4,000, and no sawas
mere
as "in.
a
such
ami
tnougnt
United
States
for
me
tning
this:
I
add
the
to
will
allow
The
That
the healthseeker. Add to this, the fact
he less than $1,200 a is 80.6average
'that Santa Fe's water supply comes lary should
for winter and 87.9 for rye, as pfmid hp ninat hraro nnrslvoa tn rnn - sinkable ship. When the news first
but a fair average for all officials
came that the Titanic was sinking by
from a watershed on which there is year,
against S6.6 and 93.3 respectively for front one of those terrible events in;
a year. The
the order of Providence which baffle! the head, I thought likely she would
not a single habitation, not a single would be $2,400
December
1, 1911.
believes that
this was
foresight, which appal the imagina-- j reach port. The fact that she sank
possible source of contamination, add
tion and make us realize the inade- - within four hours after the impact
the comparative freedom from high the idea of the constitutional conven- HEARTRENDING STORY OF THE
with the ice indicates that her side
winds and insect pests and no fur- tion when it placed county officials on
LOSS OF THE TITANIC. quacy of words to do justice to what
was torn out."
we feel.
ther argument is needed that climatic- 3 straight saary basis. This may not
be good politics, or statesmanship, but
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?
"As a matter of fact, both. the Titan-men- t
"We can not say more at this mo- ally, Santa Fe is the
from
Two.)
(Continued
Page
busithan to give a necessarily imper,' ic and the Olympic were filled with
health resort par excellence in the it does seem like common, hard,
ness sense.
admi- - davits designed for and capable of
Southwest.
the steamship Olympic was now stand- feet impression of our sense of
the. best traditions of the rying four times the number of boats
that
There is a doubt in some minds as
-names
It!- Race
off
the
Cape
relaying
ing
BRIGHT PROSPECTS.
sea seem to have been observed and actually fitted in the ships when they
to the effect of altitude on the healthto
on
the
the
of
passengers
Carpathia
i
The new city administration steps
that willing sacrifices were offered to went to sea. Although a large margin
seeker, although scientific demonstrawireless station there.
give the first chance for safety to those was then left I think I am correct in
tions have for some time already es- into power under very favorable ausA Late Inspection.
who were least able to help themselves saying that the Titanic carried fifty
tablished that altitude is an import- pices and there is every indication
The
16.
D.
C. April
Washington,
and of the heartfelt sympathy of the per cent more than the number of
ant, a favorable, factor in the cure of that it. will seek to live up to the ex- B'ederal
steamship inspection service whole nation to those who find them- - boats required by the board of trade
GENERAL AGENTS.
SANTA FE, N. M.
consumption and in many other dis- pectations and high hopes that are was
awaiting the arrival of the Titanic (selves suddenly bereaved of their rules."
eases. Even for certain functional entertained for it. The retiring adcomto
see
she
examination
for
that
Mr. Carlisle also thought the board
nearest and dearest."
j
heart troubles, European physicians ministration must be given the credit
law with re- 'of trade should make it compulsory
German Underwriters Hard Hit.
send patients into the mountains to for the fact that it has made possible plied with the English
If
16. The
German to close the water tight compartment
Berlin, April
take regular, though carefully super Santa Fe's continued forward march! gard to life and other equipment.
vessel had been of American Re
Insurance Companies lose doors of ships between sunset and
vised, exercises in hill climbing. Here in civic matters. Former Mayor
Transport
is the word of Dr. E. S. Bullock ef thur Seligman not only had high ideals gister, it would have been obliged to about $375,000 on reinsurance of the sunrise. He continued: "If the points
as to the closing of the water tight
AND
Bilvor ritv who in tho Anril Tnnrnul of public service, but he gave the have life boats or life rafts containing Titanic.
D. A. R. Condoles.
time, thought and effort to carry those 23,470 cubic feet or accommodations
of the Outdoor Life, declares:
'j compartment doors and the carrying
"There is no doubt whatever, that ideals into practical effect for a great- for 2,347 persons.
Washington. D. C. Anril 16. The oi boats are carried out, .the public"
Rough Weather and Fogs.
the high, altitudinous regions of the er and more beautiful Santa Fe. He
disaster to the T(tanie was taken no - will be fifty per cent safer."
lu. Thej tice of
Montreal, Quebec, April
beyond
The White Star Company has reUnited States will furnish a larger succeeded beyond measure,
by the Daughters of the Amer Now Under the Same Managemen
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questionably afford the best single licity work which ought to bring event- ficient boat room to accommodate all
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. about 2:20 a. m. in 41.16 N. 50.14 W.
weapon against the disease. Prof. ually very good results.
IT IS A FACT I
THIS IS NOT A THEORY 1
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter All boats accounted for. About 675
its complete passenger and crew list.
Williams, quoted above, states, that of
The Olympic carries 3,455 life pre- nally, acting directly upon the blood souls saved, crew and passengers.
We will be pleased to go over The Duplex Idea with you.
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even more Important, they yielded the( master in the art of effective political board of regulations
trade. The United States Take Hall's Family Plll tor constt
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organization. When he retired vol- bureau has no power except to see
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eight.
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untarily from the senatorial race for
no other than the patriotic reason of
saving to the Republican party the
two Senatorships, the rank and file as
well as the leaders of the party felt
grateful but at the same time thought
that he had retired for good. However, the events of the past few days
have demonstrated that he is in the
ring and that with a prestige and record of past services to the public faithfully performed, will continue to be a
dominating factor in New Mexico for
many years to come.
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NEW SPRING LINE OF

t

Ladies' Oxfords, Patents,
Tans and Pumps,
A

White Nubuck Buttons,
Complete Assortment of Ladies' and
Children's White Shoes.

THE FAMOUS REGAL LINE

I

-

FOR MEN IN LOW CUTS, TANS AND BLACKS.
ALL NEW STYLES

Call while the assortment is complete.

5ELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY, i
0. Box, 219.

P.

I

Phone 36.

Glorieta Battle Field
PHD
1

C

U1Y

A

I

E

JiLL

160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH 't
in center of Old Glorieta Battle

Field. About 30 acres under
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
t urowing iimuer on property.
House, Stable,
j Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.

i

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

SURETY

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

REAL

1

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Children's Wash

Dresses!

Manicuring,

Every child should have Several of these beautiful
Wash Dresses.
The assortment is especially
large, and all the latest Spring and Summer Patterns. Dresses of Ginghams and Percals, made
high and low collars, round or square Dutch neck
effects. A variety of stripes, plaids, checks and
All full
polka dot designs, effectively trimmed.
sizes from 2 to 14 years.
COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

JULIUS H. QERDES

Massaging,

YOU NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT YOU BUY HERE

Y

The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of
juverware, iUi uiass, Ue co
icinj ratedipuuu.
China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

uu

Reliable

"H.

C. YONTZ,

Sao Fraociso

Street

FUNERAr DIRECTORS
66-6-

Next Door to

Day or Night Phone,
Postoff ice.

I JO

2

a

J

4

New

bread raise. Hard wheat
is rich in gluten that's
why it's hard. The more
gluten the wheat contains the less flour you
have to use that's why
the use of BOSS PATENT
FLOUR means real economy, better results and
better treatment of your
digestive organs. :: ::

Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry,

FRESH VEGETABLES DAILY

ACCEPTED BL MASSACHUSETTS.
ACCEPTED B YM ASSACH UoETTS.
Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
Boston, Mass., April 16. The income
tax amendment to the federal constitution was adopted in the House of
Representatives today by a vote of 116
to 95. The resolution has to pass the
Senate.
(

Bv Special

One-Pie-

district delegates to the national Republican convention: Charles S. Wel-doof Joplin,

Pierce City.

ONE-PIEC-

WHITE DRESSES,

ONE-PIEC-

GINGHAM

ce

DRESSES.

I

All Serge Dresses, Prices

Ranging from

$4.00 to $15.00

To Suit Your
Pocket Book

New Mannish Shirt Waists in a great
wish-invariety of colors are sure to appeal to the lady
to secure both QUALITY AND COMFORT

W. N. TOWNSEND
Agent for the

k

g

d

HONEST PRICES

ROYAL TAILORS.

Here is Where We Lead

I

!

Our Line of Muslin Underwear has arrived and
is on display. Positively the finest line that ever,
came to Santa Fe. We are the recognized leaders in the Muslin Underwear, and we are living
:
Come and see. : :
up to that reputation.

FIFTEENTH MISSOURI DISTRICT OUT FOR ROOSEVELT.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Nevada, Mo., April 16. Fifteenth
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DRY
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Moody of
Instructed for Roosevelt.
and
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Skull Crushed by Horse.
Seventeen y ar old Frank Johnson,
son of Mrs. Sylvanus Johnson, had his
skull crushed at the Johnson home,
two miles from Roswell. The horse
kicked the boy and he was found lying
unconscious. While still unconscious,
hopes are entertained for his recovery.
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Tailored Hats
and Flowers

FIRE

INSURANCE

FIRE
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m

That Threeacre Tract is worth
investigating, which costs you
nothing. Better ask about it NOW

2

c
oz

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

ra

MISS A. MUQLER,

DO IT RIGHT!

ICE CREAMS

When you pack your winter clothing and furs, get
a RED CEDAR CHEST and you will have no moth
trouble.
ENAMEL FURNITURE

SHERBETS

When you want furniture of any kind come to the
RELIABLE FURNITURE HOUSE OF

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING

COMPANY.

Buff Orpingtons
Hatching.

Hatching

DELAWARE REPUBLICANS
INSTRUCTED FOR: TAFT.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
)over, Del., April 16. The Republican 'state convention here today elected six delegates to the Republican national convention as follows: United
States Senators Henry A. Dupont and
Harry A. Richardson, Governor Simeon
S. Pennewill, Dr. George W. Marshall,
Edmund Mitchell and Ruby Vail. The
delegation was not pledged but favors
President Taft, whose administration
was indorsed.
Senator Dupont ' also
was indorsed.
HAWAIIAN DELEGATES
INSTRUCTED FOR PRESIDENT.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Honolulu, April 16. Representative

H.
!

Spring Wash Cresses and
All-Ove-

JAMES C.

$l,50FOR13Eggs

NEW MEXICO.
Returns

chandise.

-'

S,

Grape Fruit, Apples.

Dispensing Opticain,

mer-

secure dependable

prices were under yesterday's close,
the set back ranging from 1 to 2 points
with a full 3c for American Can. International Mercantile Marine issues
shaded further and at noon the mar- ket was feverishly active.
Bonds were steady. Considerable
downward progress was made, with
the bear faction becoming bolder as
it became evident that the market
was receiving little support apart from
the buying by shorts. Prices of the
representative stocks melted away
rapidly. Canadian Pacific sustained a
loss of 3 points, and Union Pacific,;
Reading and United States Steel about
2.
Additional losses were effective
throughout the list in the latter part
of the day.
The persistent drop in
the market leaders had a damaging effect on sentiment.
The market, .closed steady. Buying
by the bears who make it a rule to
each day
close out their contracts
gave the market an upward impetus
which was accentuated when the rise
did not invite fresh selling.
Recoveries of a point or more were
common in the active shares and the
list showed a better under current of
steadiness than had been looked for
in view of the days developments.

00.

Grapes, Oranges,

TAUPERT,

Work-Qu- ick

Mexican)
By Special I.cnsod Wire to N-New York,
April 10. All early1
sains on the stock market were wiped
out in the second hour today. Many

BossPatent Flour

Red.

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

Accurate

Is-

Safe Quality.

Why Wait?

E. LAS VEGAS,

Prices Effects all Leading
sues and Damages Sentiment
Greatly.

Eggs

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

j

:4 Where Prices are Lowest

JEWELR
lt

have just arrived and
are now on display in a
very great variety of
new patterns and prices.
These goods are bought di
rect from the importer at
the right prices, and we will
assure you we exercised
great care and pains to
ji

BEARS ON TOP IN
TODAY'S MARKET.
Drop in

Flouncings

W N RICHEST PROFUSION

The Committee on Judiciary recommended
the tabling of House Bill
Vacuum
Treatment.!
Chiropody,
No. 34, because a similar bill is pendFOR TWO WEEKS AT
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness ing in the Senate. The bill provides
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, for the manner that the death penalty
facial lines, absolutely removed. All shall be inflicted. The bill was tabled.
Southeast of Plaza.
The Committee on Judiciary reported
kinds of hair work done.
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
favorably Senate Bill No. 38, by Miera,
343 San Francisco St fixing the dates for the holding of
Phone 5075
terms of courts in the Second Judicial
District. On motion of Llewellyn tne
bill was passed unanimously, 47 votAND
ing.
KAUNE
H.
The Committee on Judiciary reported a substitute for Senate Joint Reso- Made to order at THE JERSEY
lution No. 5, providing for a constitu- Ranch, Moriarty, N. M.
$1.00
tional amendment, amending Section per gallon in 5 gallon lots. Cream
5 of Article 21 of the State Constitufor
guaranteed pure and will reach
tion, eliminating the language qualifi- you in good condition. 5 cts. per
cation. The substitute was passed
gallon extra for small lots. All
unanimously, 46 voting.
USE
The Committee on Judiciary report- flavors.
ed favorably a Substitute for Senate A.J.JAMES, : MORIARTY, N. M.
Joint Resolution No. 1, providing for
a vote on the above amendment at the
AND YOUR BREAD TR CUBLE
general election on November 7. The
C.
ARE OVER.
resolution was passed unanimously.
The Committee on State Affairs refor
Flour quality varies acported House Bill No. 65 favorably.
On
was
bill
of
Skidmore
motion
the
wheat
to
cording
quality.
Poor wheat mean? poor
passed. It was introduced by him
and makes October 12, Columbus Day,
flour, poor flour means
a legal holiday. The House was still
poor bread. The gluten
MAMMOTH PEKIN DUCKS
in session as the New Mexican went
in hard wheat is the eleto
press.
ment that makes the
Esrgs for

S.

ffi

Deeding s

125 Palace Ave.

S

no.

New Embroideries,

MRS. W. L1NDHARDT,

j

.

r

carry the most
completestockin

large display of trimmed
hats, patterns, shapes, etc.

j

Your Patronage Solicited
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SAHIONABLE MILLINERY. Come and see our

from Page one)

In the spring the young man's fancy Committee on Ways and Means.
Socks and waistcoat and cravat
The Committee on Liquor Traffic reBlossom out in hues as gorgeous
ported House P.ill Xo. S, to regulate
As his sister's Easter hat.
the traffic Oi intoxicating liquors,
the passage of the hill
Mrs. R. V. AspHuid will not be at
as amended by the committee.
home tomorrow afternoon,
The Committee on Ways and Means
Mrs. Palen will not be at home to-- j
reported favorably the House Substimorrow, Wednesday, afternoon.
tute for House Ti 111 No. 35, by Carter.
Malaquias Martinez, state oil in- It
defines. Tegulates and to a certain
spector, arrived, in the city from his
home in laos list evening and re- extent prohibits lobbying. It provides
for a jail sentence from 90 days to 12
gistered- at the Coionado.
Frank (Jhaves, the merchant of Ks- - months for its violation. The substitute strikes out Section 5 from the
I
tanoia, a t'oraver resident of this city
original measure as the matter is alis in the city on legal business.
ready cover by a Constitutional proM. C. Wells, a stockman of Alamovision. The bill carries the emergency
sa, Colorado, is in the city on business.
clause.
He is a guest at the Montezuma.
The bill on .notion of Mullens pas
Juan Narvaiz, a prospector of the
sed unanimously, Vargas in explaining
San Pedro district of southern Santa
his vote congratulated its author and
Fe county, is in the city purchasing
complained Of the corporation lobbysupplies.
of lawyers employed
Dr. W. D. Radcliffe, treasurer of the ists, especially
by corporations, whose actions do not
board of health and medical examinlook right to the legislators and the
ers, departed for his home at Belen
public.
yesterday.
The Committee on Judiciary recomG. C. Morbeck, of the forest service,
went to Kspanola yesterday for an mended the passage of the House
inspection of timber on the Jemez for- Substitute for House Bill No. 14, an
act to punish any person selling or
est reserve.
G.
Wilson of the American drinking intoxicants on trains and on
Harry
Book Company of Chicago, is in the railroad property except at licensed
concity on business with the department places. The substitute does not
fer police power on the conductors.
of education.
O. C. Watson, the insurance
man The penalty is not less than $.").no nor
oi' Pueblo, formerly of this city, ar- more than $10,0i)il for each offense. On
rived in Santa Fe last evening and is motion of Llewellyn the bill was passed 44 to 2 votes. Smith explaining his
stopping at the Montezuma.
Attorney W. S. Hopewell, of Albu- negative vote, and Vargas also voting
querque, was in the city for a few no.
The Committee on Judiciary reporthours yesterday on business.
C. D. Miller, state engineer, left the ed that House Mill No. 21, by Tripp
city this afternoon for an inspection of was in conflict with the Constitution,
the roads of Santa Fe county. He and therefore should be tabled. The
was accompanied by George Kinsell, bill was tabled indefinitely on motion
oi Llewellyn.
county road commissioner.
The measure provided a code of proJ. A. Pace, Democratic county chairman of Union county, and 0. P. Easter-wood- , cedure before the Corporation ComRepublican county chairman of mission.
Union county, arrived from their
The Committee on Ways and Means
homes in Clayton last evening and reported favorably, Senate Bill No.
occupied the same room at the Palace. 27, which provides for the payment to
Mrs. J. S. Turner and son Donald the district clerk V. D. Newcomb of
of Winnepeg, Canada, and Mrs. S. L. the Seventh Judicial District of $1013.-SiMartin of Chatham, Canada, stopped
for the time of service from August
over in the city for two days for a to December 1909, and of $C:!5 to
visit with Mrs. J. A. Rolls. They are Judge M. C. Meeheni for the same peen route to their homes from Califor- riod.
nia.
The bill was passed as amended on
V. S. Grant, brother of General Fre- motion of Chaves by 43 to 1, House
derick D. Grant, IT. S. A., whose death voting against it and Mullens exoccurred in Xew York recently, pas- plaining his vote.
sed through the city last night on
The Committee on Judiciary reportSanta Fe train No. 4 on his way from ed House Bill No. 7, by Toombs favSaa Diego to New York, where he will orably. The bill exempts from execuattend the funeral. Albuquerque He- tion for debts, homesteads, cemetery
rald.
lots, implements, household iurniture,
Percy F. Knight, formerly with the family library, clothes, two horses and
i;. S. Bank and Trust Company of this cart, six hogs, twenty head of sheep,
city, now with the First National Bank three milch cows, provisions, current
of El Paso, stopped over in Santa Fe wages for the past GO days, s well as
on his way home from a visit with re- certain homestead property in cities
latives in Bethlehem, Pa., and other belonging to the head of the family,
eastern points. Mrs. Knight and child- husband, or wife,' under certain exofren will remain in the east during the ceptions and reservations, rtogers
the
fered an amendment changing
summer.
The following are the latest arrivals words "lot or lots," to "lot or tract."
at Ojo Caliente Hot Springs, Taos A motion of Toombs to lay the amend-11.
J. L. Doyle, B. C. Doyle, R. ment on the table failed by 33 to
county:
was
H. Doyle and family, Nebraska; Chris- On motion of Llewellyn the bill
on
to
Committee
recommitted
the
Coloand
wife, Alamosa,
tian Wickert
and Means.
rado; Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Jones, King- '.Ways
The committee on State Affairs re
man, Kansas; J. D. Martinez and famfavorably House Bill No. 15, by
ported
Max
X.
Herzstein,
M.;
Penasco,
ily,
Skidmore,
giving employes two hours
E.
Mace
R.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Aluquerque;
and daughter, Duluth, Minn.; and Dr. at full pay, to vote on election day, the
employer to specify the hours the emT. C. Rivera, Chamita, N. M.
The bill also proMrs. H. B. Piatt of St. Louis, moth- ploye may take,.,hibits the employer from seeking to
F.
W.
Mrs.
er of Mrs. J. B. Wood and
influence the employe as to his vote.
The bill passed 45 to 1, Burg voting
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or Maple Floor Laid,
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Mission Furniture Made
Oak

to Order, Screen Doors or
Windows, Glazing Done,
or any General House Repairing, Tar and Gravel
Roofing, see

MANSFIELD !

J. Kuhio Kalenlana Kalaniansole and
inf
Governor Walter F. Frear were
CARPENTER
a
cluded in the six delegates to tbe Reelected Shop Opposite Montezuma Hotel.
publican national convention
yesterday and instructed for Taft Tne
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delegates to the Democratic convenBurch Awning, the Best Awning Made
tion were uninstructed.
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With Taft How Mrs. Bethune was
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2

Silver

4
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Mexican dollars
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47; Copper lS:.? 15:87
Amal
43.75; Lead 4:154. 22
4

58

and grownups, is Dr. Caldwell's Syr- Clancy Agrees
AtchiSugar 128
gamated S3
stored to Health by Lydia
That It should Be
son 108
Great Northern 132
up Pepsin. It is a liquid laxative-tonic- ,
E. Pinkham's Vegetamild and never gripes, is effecNew Yoik Central 117
Northern
'Head Down)
in iftct March !th, 191- Revised
(Ilead Up)
tive on robust people and can be givble
Pacific 121
South
165
Compound.
Reading
1
II
STATIONS
34
1?
Miles
en with safety to an infant. Children
Pacific 113; Union Pacific 172
ern
other words, constipation, even if only
:u
p m
p m
pm
Steel pfd. 112
7 id
0
3 05
MY Sikeston, Mo. "For seven years I Steel 70
Lv..Dea Moines, N. M...Ar
The bloating, the dull like it because it is pleasant to the BUT NOT JEMOCRATIC
temporary.
.
7 40
Kunialdo.-.- 4
2 56
I was in bed for
suffered everything.
Lead and Spelter.
taste.
after
the
8
start
35
.
06
evening
feeling may
II
ljeuiuan
i2 20
four or five days at a
It is the best
6 20
St. Louis, Mo., April 16. Lead firm
16
remedy you
Capulin
meal. If a laxative is not taken that
8 35
20
2 10
Vigil
time every month, 4.171-2- :
can have in the house for any disor- Government Defrauded of Re
Spelter firm 6.65!ft6.75.
8 50
I to
25
night it is certain that sleep will not
Thompson
and so weak I could
of the stomach, liver and bowels,
S3
Meloche
9 (JO
Grain and Provisions.
der
1 40
be
will
Wool
awaken
and
Grower
and
venue
you
sound,
1 30
3i
io
,
Cunningham
hardly walk. I had
and many people like Mr. W. J.
Chicago, 111. April 16. Wheat Ma
9 35
42
12 30
....Ollfton House N.M..
of Protection.
cramps, backache 110
1? 10
00
..
40
Ar
Raton, N". M. ...T.v
Alma, Colo., and Mrs. Albert E.
j uly 106
and headache, and
Hence, it is important for you and Guest, Messex, Colo.,
Ai
2 50
50
0
Hutou, N. M
Corn May 76
,Lv
would
July 76
say
they
M..
29
House
9
N'
..
?
.Clifton
and
so
was
nervous
for all the members of your family as soon be
03.
Oats May 50(55-8- ; July 53
That Schedule K will be, and of
es
without
the
necessities
9 12
48
SPresiou
weak that I dreaded
that a good, reliable laxative be al- without Dr. Caldwell's
Pork May 17.80.
3 45
8 65
66
Koeblnr Junction.
Syrup Pepsin. right ought to be, revised, and that
to see anyone or
4 15
US
8 20
.Oolfax
ways kept in the house for just such
a
which
be
will
enacted
tariff
says
to
May 10:25.
of
a
make
trial
Anyone
wishing
4 43
76
8 02
move
Oerrososo
in
have
anyone
It is sure to be needed, this remedy before
emergency.
what it means and means what it
Ribs May 1002
7 45
Lv
82
Olmarron
6 00
Ar
in
it
the
buying
docroom.
The
the
.Ar1 a m
6 35
6 10
ClmarroD
and when needed you want it at hand.
Lv
Wool.
88
6 27
regular way of a druggist at fifty says, no one who has given the subNash
6 18
No family that is careful of its health
6 17
8a
6 2S
Harlan
or one dollar a large bottle ject any serious thought will venture
cents
St. Louis. Mo., April 16. Wool marcine to ease me at
5 45
6 00
94
0t9 Park, N. M...Lvl
Ar
can do without such a remedy. But
those times, and said that I ought to ket steady; territory and western
(family size) can have a sample bot- to deny.
the question of which remedy to have tle sent to the home
Schedule K is a fraud and a decep- have an
p m
free of charge by
operation. I would not listen to mediums 161S; fine mediums 1517,
on hand is also of vast importance.
tion to the wool growers, and the folthat, and when a friend of my husband's fine 1015.
simply addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
fConnects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both North and South.
conto
are
presented
told him about Lydia E. Pinkham's VegThe laxative most highly recom- 405 Washington St., Monticello, 111. lowing figures
Chicago.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M meets trains at Preston, N. M.
mended by the majority of intelligent Your name and address on a postal vince any unbiased mind how it is etable Compound and what it had done
111., April
16. Cattle ReDaily except Saturday.
Chicago,
tDaily except Sunday.
manipulated, and how a tariff that was for his wife, I was willing to take it.
a. m. Americans as being best for babies card will do.
ceipts 2,500. Market steady to strone.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9:00
wool
and
to
framed
the
look
Now
of
health
and
I
feel
the
protect
sheep
picture
Beeves $3.60i8.75; Texas steers $4.75
daily except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baginterests has been used to defraud like it, too. I can do all my own house6.10; western steers $5.60fa7.10:
gage carried free.
a
of
and
in
the
work
the
entertain
government
large revenue, work,
garden
and
stockers
feeders $4.30 6.65;
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m., arand the wool grower of half of the company and enjoy them, and can walk
cows and heifers $2.65(i7; calves adv
rives from the south at 4:33 a. m.
as
as
to
which
is
far
he
entitled.
woman,
day
any
ordinary
any
protection
M.
F.
WILLIAMS,
8.00.
J. VAN HOUTEN,
L. C. WHITE,
When
the tariff was originally in the week. I wish I could talk to every
G. P. Aent
V. P. G- M.,
Market
Hogs
Receipts 10,000.
Superintendent.
framed it was claimed that the aver- suffering woman and girl, and tell them 5 to
10c higher. Light $7.50fi 7.97
E.
Pinkham's
what
was
Vegetable mixed
Lydia
66
age shrinkage of wool
per
$7.60(aS.0o;
heavy $7.65(5.8.07-1-2- ;
centum, and ou this basis the duty Compound has done for me." Mrs.
$7.6o
7.80;
rough
pigs $5(86.30;
Mo.
Dema
Bethune, Sikeston,
(From the Santa Fe Daily New Mexic an of Saturday April
1G,
1887.) on wool is as follows:
bulk of sales $7.S58.
The Thirteen Club chartered vehi- from California.
Wool in the grease 11 cents.
Remember, the remedy which did this
Market
Sheep
Receipts 20,000.
was Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetabla
cles and made a raid on Warden
Washed wool 22 cents.
Hon. W. T. ""hornton has returned
Native $4.256.30; western
steady.
33
Scoured wool
Gable and family at the Penitentiary. from a business visit to Rio Arriba
cents.
Compound.
7;
$5.90
yearlings
It has helped thousands of women who $4.40(6.90;
They carried an orchestra with them county.
Now this appears fair on its face,
western
lambs, native $5.50(ft7.7o;
been
troubled
have
with
nda were pleasantly received. A dance
displacements,
L.
Sheriff
M. Ortiz of Rio Arriba but there is a joker called the "Skirt$6.23 8.10.
was held in the chapel and refresh- county, who is making a fine official, is ing Clause" which allows the neck, inflammation, ulceration, tumors, irreg
that
backache,
periodic pains,
1 ments were served. Tlu?se in the par- in Santa Fe with Hon. Frank P. Cha- belly and legs to be taken from the ularities, down
Kansas City.
feeling, indigestion, ana
bearing
ty were: Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ross, ves.
Kansas
Mo., April 16. Cattle
fleece; this is the heaviest and least nervous
City,
mean
all
prostration, after other
Mr. and Mrs. Farnand, Mr. and Mrs.
Pancho's band will accompany the valuable, while the body wool, esti- have failed.
Receipts 8,000 including 200 southerns.
don't you try it?
Why
Market steady to strong. Native
Manchester, Mr. and Mrs. Tipton, Mr. excursion to the White Rock Canoa mated to shrink 40 per centum, being
Alberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
and Mrs. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Swin- and the Cliff Dwellings tomorrow. the lightest and most valuable, is the
steers $6.508.50; southern steers $G
are
with
credited
and
terest,
having
8; southern cows and heifers $46;
burne, Mrs. Fleming, Mrs. Dooley, the Some of the moe venturesome expect only fine wool imported and put up ex expended large sums of money in the
Oregon and Washington Points
cows and heifers $47.85;
native
Misses Ross, Parmaley Gray, Hudson, to take the old Navajo trail to the Ri- - pressly for the American market.
of
sensational
employment
magazine
To demonstrate how this discrep- and
Nichols, and Johnson, and Messrs. to de los Frijoles.
writers against the stockers and feeders $37; bulls $4.50
newspaper
The Santa Fe Artesian Well Com- ancy works out let us take one hund- wool tariff, and to them and their mis- (fr6.50; calves $58; western steers
Hixon, Lane, Norfleet, Blair,
Fisher, Metcalf, Johnson and pany's board of directors has accept red pounds of wool "in the grease." representations we are indebted to $6(88.25; western cows $4(86.25.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 14,000.
ed the bid of Engineer Rumble to sink These one hundred pounds at 40 per a Democratic majority in the House
Gregg.
&
5 to 10c higher.
Bulk
of
sales
$7.70
cpwtuni shrinkage gives CO pounds o!'
Receivers Lionel A. Sheldon,
and and case a thousand feet for $2,000.
wool
Representatives, thus enabling
(8 7.95; heavy $7.90(8 S.05;
packers and
John C. Brown, of the Texas & PaciBrakeman Andrew H. Chessman lost of scoured wool, on which a duty of importers to depress the value of our
butchers $7.80(8 8; lights $7.507.80;
fic; U. S. Judge Don A. Pardee of New his life in a freight wreck at San Mi $11.00 was paid while "in the grease." wool to almost free trade prices.
Now dividing the $11.00 by 60, we
pigs $5.75(8 6.75.
Now
The
is
the
Orleans, and Receiver Dillingham of guel yesterday.
what
broken
axle
remedy?
Today a
Market
Sheep
cents, which is the duty manufacturers favor an ad valorem
Receipts 11,000.
ON SALE DAILY
the Texas & Houston; with other la- delayed the Santa Fe mail train five have 18
strong. Lambs steady. Muttons $4.50
dies and gentlemen, arrived in El Pa- Iicurs.
duty, but this opens the doors to all (8 6.50; lambs
$6.50(87.90; fed wethers
ss yesterday.
kinds of fraud and undervaluations: and
Minnie Maddern will appear in the
yearlings $3(37; fed ewes $3.50
a few days past newspapers reported
Three score of New England excur- drama "Caprice" on April 22 at Mott-ley'- s
6.10.
the seizure of 250 bales of French
sionists accepted the invitation to atOpera House. Mrs. Langtry, the
Omaha.
in
scoured wool
tend the Post hop last evening. They Jersey Lily, is booked for June.
Philadelphia by the
South Omaha, Neb., April 16 Cat
II. S. government.
This wool was enleft for the east this morning imbued
Editorial.
tle Receipts 5,400.
Market steady,
tered in the New Y'ork custom house
with the idea that socially Santa Fe
"The Jicarilla Indians are to be reNative steers $6.408S.4O; cows and
as
at
ad
an
valorem
duty heifers
carpet'wool
is the finest town they have visited.
moved from tho Mescalero Reserva$3.507.50; western steers
of 4 cts. while the actual duty is 33
Cards are out for an infromal recep- tion to the new reservation set apart
Texas steers $4.50(8 6;
$4.75(87.50;
For information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
cts.; so much for that kind of duty.
tion by the Guild of the Church of for them near Amargo. The people of
range cows and heifers $4.255.73;
of wool is determined by
The
price
or write your local ticket agent or W. D.,Shea,T., F. & P.
the Holy Faith to be held at the Pal- New Mexico
canners $3(84.25; stockers and feedprotested
strongly
its shrinkage and the value of the ers
ace Hotel parlors ou Monday evening against this move and everything was
$4.50(8 7.25:
calves $5.25S.25;
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
no
scoured
one
pounds;
buys grease bulls, stags, etc.,
in honor of Bishop Dunlop and Rev. done to prevent it. But nevertheless,
$1.40(56.75.
and dirt, and every wool grower
and Mrs. E. W. Meany. Rev. Meany the move will be made. The
Hogs
Receipts 13,700. Market 5c
New
knows that he has to sell his clip on
7 7ni7?.7 on.
TJpnvv
miv
higher
has just declined a flattering call to Mexican does not believe from the cirits estimated shrinkage. On that basis $7 fiftCT - nn. ,isrht
c
a Wisconsin parish, preferring to re- cumstances in the case that the rethe buyers purchase, as do also th (8
7.50; bulk of sales $7.60(7.80.
main in Santa Fe.
moval will prove beneficial to the Inthe
latter
manufacturers,
buying
Sheep
Market
Receipts 4,200.
Captain W. H. Wessels, Third Cav- dians. It certainly will prove harmful
some sample bags of wool "in the
steady.
Yearlings $6.25(87; wethers
alry, who reached Santa Fe on Wed- to the section of country to which the
grease" and sending it to their fac- - S3 90(8 6.40- ewes Sin7Tinla ho
'
nesday with a detachment of recruits, Jicarillas go and will prevent its devetory, have it scoured and then buy it j7(fj,8 10
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
has gone to Jefferson Barracks.
for the next twenty-fivlopment
on its shrinkage basis, and that is the
Mrs. H. L. Warren has returned years."
way wool should be in the tariff (a
C- - L.
The West Point of th Southwest"
Parsons.
and Treas. or
tlat duty on the scoured pound), which the C- H Ward Sec'y. c
Ranked by United States War DePasadenai
Dnlg
Initltu-tlon.- "
is fair to all. With such duty the Califwrites. ..We have g0,d and
partment as "Distinguished
Herre-- a, Denver.
Alfred
ana
an
Wai
tne
wool
grower,
manuiaciurer,
recommended
Army officers detailed by
and Tar
James Williams, Denver.
who deal in wool will know what wool Compound for Foley's Honey
CAPTAIN JUAN G. CLANCY.
Department.
years. We believe it
is
Member of Constitutional Convention.
worth, and as it is claimed that it to be one of the most efficient expecThrough Academic course, preparPalace,
H. McGowan, 1218 W. 2nd St., LitLeader and Veteran requires four pounds of scoured wool torants on the market.
Republican
ing young men for college or business
Containing
A. Mennet, Las Vegas.
tle Rock, Ark., says, "I suffered with
Sheepman of Guadalupe County. His to make a yard of cloth, the compen- no opiates or narcotics it can be given
life. Great amount of open air work.
G. W. Prichard, City.
allowed
severe
to
manufacMember
the
a
satory
duty
pains across my back and the
son, Juan J. Clancy, is
of this
freely to children.
Healthiest location of any Military
T. FO. Snyder. Pueblo.
turer could be definitely ascertained. remedy can be taken Enough
kidney action was irregular and very
of the Legislative House.
to relieve a cold
School in the Union. Located in the
G. F. Powers, Denver
As
it is now, he is allowed 44 cts. a as it has no nauseating results and
After taking Foley Kidney
painful.
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
A. B. Woodman, Denver.
Pills for a few davs the nain lpft mv
pound, which as it is based on scoured does not interfere with digestion.'
of the West at an elevation of 37o(
inH. S. Ashland and Mrs. Ashland, back and the kidneys became normal, cost on a l,ound of scoured wool,
wool costing 33 cts. a pound, is mani- For sale
lfe
iby all druggists.
feet above sea level, sunshine every Jfftis
Trinidad.
I can gladly recommend Folev Kidnev stead ot 3.; cents, as tne tann aesig- festly unfair, as scoured wool
only
snow
or
tha
but
rain
little
during
day,
the
government
thus
El
Paso.
ned,
IS
costs
P. F. Knight,
defrauding
Pills for I know they helped me.
cts. a pound. A flat duty
season.
cts.) of 30 cts. on a pound of scoured wool
cents (33 cts. 18
of 14
J. L. McDonnell, Las Vegas.
For sale by all druggists.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
and
of
scoured wool,
on every pound
should be inserted in,, the wool tariff.
J. Hutchins, and Mrs. Hutchins,
all graduates from standard eastern
every wool grower of his protection. Any less amount is so much taken
la.
NORMAL TRADING ON
Manchester,
Ten
throughly
buildings,
colleges.
Again, as three pounds of wool "in from the protection to which
the
Mrs. C. C. Bradley, Manchester, la.
WHEAT MARKET TODAY.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
the grease" will produce one pound wool grower is entitled. The tariff
York City.
New
David
Beer,
Id all respects.
divide
us
the
of
scoured
wool, let
board, after a careful investigation,
Isidore Sander, Trinidad.
For First Time in Week Fever ReceREGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
cts.) by three and we have reported that the value of wool
duty cost (18
J. A. Pace, Clayton.
des
From
Veins of Grain
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
will find the actual protection whicn we in a $23.00 suit is only $1.82, which
O. P. Easterwood, Clayton.
Dealers.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
cts. instead of llcts., as shows that the tariff is not to blame
have is 6
B. C. Simons, Hartford Conn.
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican) Schedule K would make us believe, for the high cost of clothing.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
D. D Draper, Albuquerque
Chicago, 111., April 16. For the first robbing the wool grower thereby of
and W. A. FINLEY.
The value of scoured wool in BosP. O. Menges, York, Pa.
; time in nearly a week, the wheat mar 4
cts. (6
of the pro- ton for five
For particulars and Illustrated caof Bellows, from Cadbury's
R. D. Emsal, Carlsbad.
yeaTs calculated on a basis
ket today approached a normal condi- tection that he is entitled to and of 68
talogues address:
Lid., largest chocolate manucts.
which
is
about
average
Montezuma.
tion. There was plenty of business which protection even a wool grower
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,
facturers in Britain pome
shrinkage, and which after deducting
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Trevett, Valley with fluctuations lively but without who has not investigated the tariff 4 cts. for
Superintendent
say the world came to the
commisfreight,
insurance,
sensation. Opening prices varies from, thinks that he receives.
Ranch.
This is not sion, etc., shows what the wool growBurroughs factory, the other
lc lower to
lower. July start- - the only fallacy in Schedule K.
Mrs. R. L. Trevett, Valley Ranch.
er of New Mexico receives for his
day, to study our wage sysed at 106 to 106
a shade off to
J. F. Miller, Valley Ranch.
tems and methods of paying
class 1 which I have quoted, is wool "In the grease."
rose to 107 and reacted to 106 never imported in any other condition
W. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque.
off onr 1700 men.
1907, 60 cts. equals
.1920
in the
Horse
RemovC. R. Engels,
He took away a few ideas,
Philadelphia.
except "in the grease," while class 2 grease, less 4 cts. equals .1540 net to
The close was easy with July
O. C Watson, Pueblo, Colo
New Mexico.
(of which 16,000,000 pounds is import-highe- r wool grower.
His
saying "You have a wonderM. C. Wells, Alamosa.
at 106
ful plant which is quite in
ed annually) is always washed, yet
May finished
1908, 45 ctsr'quaii""T440
in the
I am arranging to change my business location from Cedai
down at 110
no higher duty than class 1, "in grease, less 4 cts.
O O. Foster. Denver.
with the wonderful
pays
keeping
equals .1040 net to
Corn gave evidence of lack of sup-- J the grease," notwithstanding the fact wool grower.
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am E. X. Rich, City.
machine you make. We have
15
on
January
had a number for several
clipping 39 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks
to
lower at that both classes are of the same
port. July .opened
Herbert Polley, Carlsbad.
1909, 65 cts, equals
.2080
in the
I would like to correspond with
1912, being my first consignment.
76
rallied to 77
G. T. Gasper, Albuquerque.
years."
and then fell lvalue when scoured,
less 4 cts. equals .1580 net to
grease,
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
We'll be glad to prove to
back to 76
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world's ablest authority on vaccinamentioned and said several sums so
tion says: "The real affinity of cow- assi ssi d are hereby declared to be a
pox is not to the small pox but to
'personal liability which shall be dis- the great pox."
charged and paid with interest and
"It is not surprising that a reputos herein provided by said
able writer, J. .M. Peebles, A. M Ph.
jveiialties
Every 'woman's heart responds to D., M. D., cominents: "Think of it!
several owners, and a lien is hereby
the charm and sweetness of a baby'3 Mothers and fathers who would brine After
dt ( hi red and fixed u)H)ii each it said1
Operation Failed to Kelp, several lots or
nature Intended her for u)) your daughters comely, ( haste and
pieces of property to
What Shall We Do With our Compulsory Vaccination
Cardui Worked Like a Charm.
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secure the payment of the sums asnature of a mother shrinks from tha should place you under absolute
Statute?
sessed against the same with in- Jonesville, S. C "I suffered with terest n(i penalties which may be en-- '
because such a time is usually pulsion to taint those maidens witn
a period of suffering and danger, the disease against which civilization womanly trouble," writes Mrs. J. S. forced against the said premises and:
In addition to its probable Kendrick, in a letter from this place, the owners thereof as hereinafter pro- A number of the people have spok- - at three hundred the vaccination at Women who use Mother's Friend are! revolts.
en to me within the past few months one dollar each would be one thou-o- f saved much discomfort and suffering, contents of syphlis, thousands of "and at times, I could not bear to stand vided. The said owners and the lots or
their opposition to compulsory sand and ninety-on- e
dollars per annum and their systems, being thoroughly painful deaths caused by vaccination on my feet. The doctor said I would pieces of property owned by them resprepared by this great remedy, ara are now officially recorded from vear never be any better, and that I would pectively and the amount of the
vaccination. One good woman says
to year, with the addresses of the have to have an operation, or I would
assessments hereinafter made
that she came to the Pecos valley for act of the legislature bear the mark
possib,e sufferlcg patients and physicians. Samples of have a cancer.
each owner and her property
tuberculosis contracted from vaccina- of an act of the people, for the bene-- tjme
agoinst
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are
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the statute of New Mexico on arm of the law to enable them to walk,ceived from women who have used it best endorsed 'glycerinated lymph' is improve, so I continued using it. Now, $17.00; to surveyor for line and grade.
the subject, as well as to investigate alone. And they are not all in favor are a guarantee of the benefit to be found to contain millions of colonies I am
well, and can do my own work. $1.50; making a total of $157.3':; said
of bacteria."
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Mr. .Jenner, an Englishman,
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south by 1he property of Muller and
or country.
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every
way
only failed in its purpose since 1S64,
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troubles.
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Sec. 3. The City Clerk of the City
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N. B. Writr In: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattaschool age are vaccinated against ;how.w As bearing upon the question at drug stores.
before the
Professor Ciookshank
book for expectant mothers.
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Medicine
Co..
Tenn., Utr Sprrial
nooga
Chattanooga.
small pox, and to that end every of vaccination and being established
on Vaccin- Instruct inn s, and
Commission
British
Royal
Treatment
"Home
book.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta. Ga.
make and issue to the person or perteacher of a public school shall see and perpetuated by force of law, I
ation said: "We have no known test for Women," sent in plain wrapper, on request.
sons entitled thereto special tax bills
that the children in his district are call your attention 'that very soon
distinwe
could
which
possibly
and barbarism to smear and blacken by
certified against the aforesaid
successfully vaccinated or have been after Mr. .Tenner's purported discov- our civilization.
guish between a lymph which was who has faith enough in vaccination, dily
vaccinated within one year previous, ery the Parliament of England voted
harmless and one which might be that after being vaccinated he is will- several lots or pieces of property and
"The present belief of medical men harmful to the extent of communicat ing to inoculate himself with small the owners thereof for the amounts
ami it shall be unlawful for any child him 30,000 pounds, he having a perto attend school or for any teacher sonal friend in Parliament as his own in vaccination is largely due to their ing syphlis, and that
do not know pox virus? He at least ought to be of the respective assessments against
The only knowledge pos- of
some with interest and penalties
to allow such child within any school biography written by his personal ignorance.
any kind of test of any character mis tair, oeiore tie wouia lavor a jaw the
as provided by Chapter "1 of the Iaws
house unless so vaccinated, or show- - friend states, steered the bilL through sessed by the average doctor as to the whatever which could annlv to a lvmuii COMPELLING people (o accept it.
alleged value of vaccination is just tube which would enable him to asIt is probable that in a few years, of the Territory of New Mexico of
ing proper certificate that it has been Parliament. Within a few years
what he has been taught in the medic- certain that it was harmful to the ex- this
such teacher shall make land and other countries began
t
practice of vaccination will be 1S99.
of the number
looked upon by the medical profession
of children jng iaws compelling its acceptance al schools and what he has read in tent of communicating syphlis.''
Sec. 4. That the owner or holder
whom they have caused to be vacci- - and practice, but Mr. Jenner used an the medical text books written by the
In "The Lancet" of May 24, 1SSU. as a practice of barbarism, cruelty, of the said lien created against sucn
nated and those who have presented entirely different serum from what is partisans of this lucrative rite. The (Page 114S) Professor Ciookshank de- ignorance and superstition, and for :t property may institute suit in the
doctors who are addicted to the praccertificates that they have been vac- - used today. He took his from the
clared: "I shall maintain there is no people will have the same regard as name of the City against the said
do
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walk.
a
he fined in any sum not less than statesmen, the chairmen of which was before citing the lessened prevalence employes vaccinated, a larger per cent
An Ordinance, entitled "An Ordin- Gaspar Avenue,
On the east side of Burro Alley a
nor exceeding one hun- - the distinguished Lord Herschell. of small pox as conclusive evidence in died during the year than of the
twenty-five- ,
ance to levy assessment upon lots
walk.
dred dollars, or imprisonment in the This commission was to hear
the success of Jenner's prophylactic.
and pieces of property abutting upon
- mo'ny
hunone
On the east and west sides of Otero
not
of
con
and
from
all
pro
jail
exceeding
parts
In Birmingham, England, during the Don Caspar Avenue, between Manhat"As a medical man I assert that vacIt is also the duty of the world, and by the time their work cination is an insult to common sense. epidemic of 1871-Avenue to Marcy
dred days
the official returns
Franklin Avenue, in the Street, from Palace
the county commissioners to provide was complete, so much had been pre- - That it is superstitious in its origin. report 840 deaths among those who tan St., and Fe. N. M..
walk.
a
Street,
for the purat tne expense of said county, sucn sented that it took several years o unsatisfactory in theory and nractice were certified as properly vaccinated, City ofof Santa the cost of sidewalk
The City Marshal shall serve a copy
payirig
pOBe
vaccine matter as may be necessary reach its final vote and report. Two an(j useiess and dangerous in its char-tot this Notice Ordinance, duly certiThe Reports of the Register-Genera- l
lien
a
and
upon
fixing
improvement,
carry out the provisions of this act reports were made, viz., one voting! acter."
admit that from 1859 to 1880 no few
to fied by the City Clerk, on the ownand to appoint a competent physician unanimously in favor of no furtherj pjr Charles Fessenden Nicholas of er than 390 deaths were caused by each parcel of said property, and
of
secure the payment of the assess- ers, agents or persons in charge
to apply the same at the cost of the enforcement of the compulsory vacci-- l Boston Mass. says: "The 'Great Pox' "erysipelas after vaccination,"
and ment thereon, and declaring said as- the lots or lands, abutting upon the
person vaccinated, and where such nation laws, the minority report con-- i (syphlis) appeared in frightful form from 18S1 to the end of 1892, the same
sessments a personal liability and said sidewalks herein promised, which
person is unable through poverty to demning vaccination itself entirely.
throughout Europe at the end of the authority informs us that G20 deaths ciaim against the several owners of copy so served shall be a notice to
pay the same, the county shall pay
0ne of the witnesses before this sixteenth century, with hideous
such owners, agents or persons in
were caused by the "cow-poand othsaid property, ind providing for the
out of its current expense commission was Mr. William Tebb, F.ltions, and that it was transmitted by er effects of vaccination."
charge to lay, build and construct such
thereof."
and
collection
enforcement
und"
R. G. S., philanthropist, and a man of vaccination as well as scrofula
sidewalks within sixty days from date
and "The report, of the Supreme General
Be it. ordained by the City Council of
Take notice that this law requires Walth. who saw fit to give his time tuberculosis." He further says: "The of the United States Army up to June
service of a copy of this;,notice orevery school child to be vaccinated re- - an(j money to a thorough investigation German Vaccine Commission reported 1901, records for the year 246 cases of of Santa Fe:
dinance.
gardless of any epidemic or scare of 0f the subject as the evidence shows, 750 persons syphilized between 1880 small pox, with 113 deaths, a mortal- 9 Sec. 1. That, whereas, the City
Passed and approved April 9th, 1912.
smau pox, and tnis too, in rural ais- - in about every country and nation of; and 18S4. and outbreaks of svnhlis ity of about 46 per cent. In the three Council of said city has by resolution
THOMAS P. GABLE,
tricts where in many, in doubtless thp world. His testimonv was so com. due to vaccination (as well as leprosy, years preceding this report, there or ordinance ordered the improveActing Mayor.
most of them, a case of small pox was piete tnat he was on the witness erysipelas and glandular blood poison- were among the recently vaccinated ment of said Don Gaspar Avenue, by Attest:
theresides
on
both
never known since the world began, slanfi forty consecutive days citing ing.)
the
construction
Dr. Creighton
T. P. DELGADO,
recognized 705 cases of small pox with 200
ana tms vaccination to De done every 6,300 cases of injury by vaccination, in Encyclopedia Brittanica to be the deaths. In the two years preceding of of brick or cement sidewalks.
City Clerk.
as
Whereas after notice
required
year regardless ot the tact tnat doc- giving name, date, address, injury and
June 1900, 13,811 cases needed hospitors have taught that vaccination ren- particulars in each case; reporting
SO DECEPTIVE.
tal treatment on account of vaccina by Chapter 54, of the Laws of the
,
Wm. L. Cooy, Prop., the Bee Hive
ders one immune for a term of years, 822 cases of death from vaccination,
tion. The great death-rat- e
included, Territory of New Mexico of 1899, and Drug Store, Neihart, Mont., says the
ownand Mr. Jenner, the originator of vac- - This latter report being taken from Many Santa Fe People Fail to Realize
the
of
said
city,
from Belt to NeBelt Canon
conspicuously, blood poisoning and the ordinances
e
ers of the hereinafter described lots ihart is the running
cination, taught it rendered one im- - tne Register General's reports
the Seriousness.
most picturesque spot in
erysipelas."
docfor life. Note how well the
land.s Boara of Health.)
Dr. S. Newcomb Merrick, Boston, or parcels of real estate abutting on all Montana.
He writes, "I recomtor's interest is taken care of. If the
Backache is so deceptive.
one of the countries to
1908, said: "I am con- the aforesaid jfcrtions of Don Gaspar mend Foley's Honey and Tar ComSwitzerland,
Mass.,
January,
patient is too poor to pay the vacci- - early pass laws requiring compulsory
It comes and goes keeps you vinced without a doubt that small- Avenue have failed to build or con- pound to all my customers and am
nation fee it must be paid out of the vaccination, has had these laws
guessing.
never disappointed. It gives the best
pox has yielded to sanitation and iso- struct the sidewalks as required.
fund. Tbis part of the act is pealed by popular vote of the people,
Learn the cause then cure It.
And, whereas, therefore, the side results for coughs and colds of anylation, and not to vaccination
Our public school fund is Emment doctors throughout the civil- illegal.
Nine times out of ten it comes from cleaning up scientifically
inside as walks have been constructed and thing I sell." For sale by all drugcreated Dy Act ot congress, no act ot ized world oppose vaccination and. the kidneys..
well as outside cannot be done by in- built by order of the city council of gists.
the territorial legislature could invade many 0f them now oppose it, after
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills jecting into the blood Jenner's filth the City of Santa Fe as provided by
it. It is true an Act of the territorial the experience and practice of it for are so effective.
statute in such cases.
product, "calf lymph."
additions
to
legislature provides for
I could continue these citations of
many years.
They're especially for sick or weak
And, whereas, the construction or'
the public school fund from same
w. Hodge, M. D., Niagara Falls, ened kidneys.
examples like the above, and state- building of sidewalks has been comfines and forfeitures, but they are not in the Medical Journal, October 1908,
SCOTTISH RITES
Here's a Santa Fe case:
ments from physicians from all over pleted ;
'
a separate fund as they would have says; "Think of it reader! State
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto St., Santa the world till they would fill a volbe it further ordained:
Therefore,
compelled to be for the compul- - forced distribution of disease in our Fe, N. Mex., says:
"In 1907 I used ume, but if these are enough to cause
MASONS ANNUAL
Sec. 2. That there shall be and
sory vaccination Act of the legislature public schools. What could be more Doan's Kidney Pills for pains in my anyone to think and investigate for hereby is expressly assessed against
to have reached them, if at all, which preposterous and pernicious?
Our back which had troubled me for three himself, it is sufficient.
each of the several owners hereinafREUNION.
is questionable.
children cannot lawfully be taught years.
They brought prompt relief
I know there are advocates of com- ter named and their several lots or
The census of 1910 gives New Mex- - in the public schools, which their par-ic- and proved so satisfactory that I gave pulsory vaccination who would quote
pieces of property owned by them res327,396 inhabitants the number of ents are taxed to support, until they a public statement in their praise. you statistics like a populist
orator, pectively hereinafter described abutis
estimated have been scarrified by the vaccina- - Now, after two and a half years have and many of their quoted statistics
doctors in New Mexico
ting on said portions of the said ave- 22-2- 7.
tor's poisoned lancet, their pure blood passed, I glady confirm every word of serving their own personal ends are
1
testimonial.
add
can
from
that
I
the
that
with
the
false.
polluted
corruption
CTCM7CI
CP7CMI I Iflllin
A QUARTER CENTURY
sores of diseased beasts, and their have since used Joan's Kidney Pills
uIlIiLLL LULLIiIA LII'UIU
I will content myself with this obIn con- giving tnem a more tnorougn xnai servation: That if vaccination has the Eefore the Public. Over five million
bodies scarred for life
(
I virtue that is claimed for it to preA clear white liquid for cleansing, servative old England, the birth place and have received great benefit.
samples given away each year. The
know that this remedy is a cure for vent or lessen the malady of small constant and increasing sales from
purifying and healing skin and scalp of the charlatan, Jenner, and his
Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe.
thy nostrum, compulsory vaccination backache and kidney complaint."
pox, and if Mr. Jones so believes and samples, proves the genuine merit of
For sale by all dealers. Price 5( will vaccinate himself and his family Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic pow-hStops itching or burning instantly; is a thing of the past, white in this
Dates of Sale, April 21, 22, 23.
Co., Buffalo
boasted 'land of freedom' this prince cents. Foster-Mllbucures eczema permanent
should feel secure; and thus being !der to be shaken into the shoes for
A few days after using the Liquid of crimes continues to curse our race. New York, Bole agents for the United secure, why should he want to compel Corns, Bunions, Aching,
Swollen,
LIMIT, APRIL 29.
Be it said to our shame, that we of States,
his neighbor Mr. Smith, who does not ' Moist, Tender feet. Sold everywhere, RETURN
the disease begins to disappear.
Price $1. Sold In Santa Fe by Filch- - "Free America': still permit this foul Remember the name Doan's and believe in it, to vaccinate himself and 25c. Sample FREE. Address, A. S.
Santa Fe All The Way.
blot from tite filth pens of ignorance take no other.
Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
family? Do you know of any doctor Olmstead, LeRoy, X. Y.
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CARDlil

WORKED

UKEA

CHARM

SfteS

j

coin-orde-

FOR RENT Three
Furniture or not. D.

room

house.

S. Lowitzki.

FOR SALE Cheap if sold at once, 1
room house and large orchard close
in. Address T. New Mexican.
FURNISHED ROOMS and rooms
for light housekeeping.
Inquire 114
Read St., near Union depot.

e

1

i

Elegantly Furnlsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.

te

tt)othe&
Friend

x

h

1

1

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.
.

it,

i

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusred and repaired. Ne
plateni furnished. Ribbon and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
a") rented. Standard makes handled,
All repair work and typewritea guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 231.

Fraternal Societies

j

MASON!;.
Montezuma
Lodgli
No. 1, A. F. & A ii.
conimuim
Regular
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall a

pass-repor-

7.30.

ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
CHAS. E. LINNET!. Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter N.
Regular

1. R. A. M.

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELOK,
H. P.

j

'I

f

,.

'

e

ques-distric- t,

ARTHUR SEJLIGMAN,

Santa Fe Commandery

$m"!h,t

CsOi Vflftf't

conclave fourth
day in each month
Masonic.
p. m.

Santa Fe rodge
t
Perfection No. 1, 14tfi
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry mee
on

the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening la
Masonic Hall, south side of Plan.

Visiting Potlsh Rite Masons ar co
dially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 82.
Venerable Muter.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

m,

welcome.

.CARL. A. BISHOP.

J. D, SENA,

Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homester.d No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeoman
Meet
Second
and Fourth Thur

2

days, Firemaa't

j

Hall. H. Foreman.
A. E P. Robinson.
Cor. jec. Fred F.
Alaria.

o

j

j

n

rrT
MM

Bffl

Santa Fe Camp

M. W. a.
meets second Tuesday each month, ao
ciai meeting tLlri
at FireTuesday
man's Hall. Visit- ir.g neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIEE, Consul
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
13514.

Santa Fe
6C73,

first

Jrar&

e

X.

v

social meeting

third Tuesday at

Fira-man'-

s

HnwJ

Secretary.
ODD

FELLOWS,

Santa Fe Lodge
JNO. 2, I. O. O. F.

meets

regularly

every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers always welcome.
Mayor James C. Dahlman, Omaha.
Nebr., often called the "Cow Boy
Mayor" writes of the benefit he derived from Foley Kidney Pills and
says, "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pills and they have given me a great
deal ot relief, so I cheerfully recommend them." For sale hy all

I.
it

month;

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 529. Holds its
ctt
(ifr""?Sp regular meeting on the first
Thursday of each month at
Xfltj5 Fireman's hall at 7:30p.m.
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES,

EL PASO, TEXAS,

$16.10

Camp No.
N. A. meets
Tuesday of each
R.

Hall. Visiting
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,
Oracle.
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.

o

April

No.

B. P. O. E. hold

Its regular session ot
the second and fourth
of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting broth
er! are invitee and

testi-count- y

(Eng-mun-

HiTl

W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
Kecorder.

five-foo-

x

r

at
at 7:Jf

W. E. GRIFFIN,

e

erup-theref-

Secretary.
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Why are meat shops and barber shops
alike?

U

ROUND

BP.J

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., April 16.
New Mexico: Clearing this af-V ternoon or tonight, frost to- V night.
Wednesday fair, with
rising temperature.

NATURE'S LAWS,

Anniversary
Anniversary Mass.
mass was celebrated today at the
Cathedral for the repose of the soul
Romero de Baca,
Concepcion
mother of Deputy Sheriff Seferlno Ba--

ca

J

'Phones

laws are perfect if only we obey them, but disease follows disobedi.
Go straight to Nature for the cure, to the forest; there are mysteries there,
y
some of which we can fathom for you. Take the bark of the
tree,
'with mandrake root, Oregon grape root, stone root, queen's root, bloodroot and
golden seal root, make a scientific, glyceric extract of them, with just the right
proportions, and you have

Nature's

ence.

Wild-cherr-

1

Ol UUB Clljr.

SSJiXSXXXXSXSXXXS

Connect Directly

With Ours!

Of Meat,

S3 -

On Disagreeable Days and

Simply Call Phone 4, And Lo!
And Behold! Your
Order of Quality Groceries

Arrives At
Your Door On Schedule Time!

sub-Pho-

Plaza Market

PObLTRY.

FISH,

Evety thing in Vegetables.

j

Our New Baker Makes the Best Bread Yet

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

Sugar-coate-

TURKO-ITALIA-

Wash Days,

MEATS,

APRIL 16, 1912.

Cowboy Damon and Pythias, a western story. It's at the Elks tonight-A-ll
DOCTOR PIERCE'S GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY.
Boxes of the Santa Fe Electric
will
office
Into
the
It took Dr. Pierce, with the assistance of two learned chemists and pharma
Laundry brought
be redeemed at 10c doz.
cists, many months of hard work experimenting to perfect
On Saturthis vegetable sjteraiive and tonie extract of the greatest
Game With University
day, April 20, the University of New
efficiency.
Mexico baseballtteam will cross bats
Call No. 9 for auto livery.
Mrs. C. W. Tawley, of Millville, Calif. .writes: "I wish
with St. Michael's college at the ColA Great Picture "One Who Suffers".
to toll you that. I have used your ' Golden Medical DisThe
this
in
game
city.
grounds
lege
Its at the Elks tonight.
covery ' in my family for twenty years. We have had a
Admis
See the New Goods at the Ten Cent will be called at 2:30 o'clock.
doctor called in but once during that time. I have a family
sion oo cents.
of ten children, all well and hearty, for which, to a great
Because they both cater to your face! Store.
toAlways a Good Show, at the Elks
the
extent, we owe thanks to you and your 'Golden Medical
Zook places at your disposal
night. See the pictures.
Discovery ' and ' Pellets,' which we use when sick."
a
of
modern
Drug
service
equipped
NOTHING TIKES THE PUCE
FOR SALE Fool and billiard hall
Store.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate
with six tables pays well. Must bs
Prisoner Discharged John Holsten sold at once Price
liver and bowels.
O. C. WatC. W. Pawlev. Es.
$1500.
stomacb,
tiny granules.
of Bernalillo county was
esterday son Co.
from the state penitentiary
discharged
To Quell The Appetite!
While Our Sunday dinners are good
here after serving a three year sen- still we
POWERS WOULD STOP
all, HEARTRENDING STORY OF THE
keep up the standard
tence for burglary.
WAR.
LOSS OF THE TITANIC.
And No Meat Will Turn The Trick
the week and give you youri
through
Seeds at
D. M. Ferry's Reliable
money's worth. Try us. New State, j
Goebels.
Constantinople is Asked to Announce
'Continued From Page Four.
Senator Ben- Except The Meat That's Right,
Big Cattle Shipment
Terms on Which to Base
Nothing can take the place of meat jamin F. PanKey yesterday snippeui
Treaty.
It's The Only Kind Of Meat To Buy end no one can take first place among twenty cars of big five year cattle from tion of disaster. Carpathia returning
the meat markets but the Plaza Mar Lamv to his Kansas ranch at Bazar, to New York with survivors.
Please
And Here You'll Find It Waiting,
ket. There you will always find the ' Another shipment of the same size will inform Cunard. (Signed)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
16. Repre"Haddock,
best the market affords and at prices be made in ten days to be followed byi
April
Constantinople,
So That Here's The Place For You that will be found fair and just.
Gloom at White House.
sentatives of the foreign powers toa third shipment in 20 days.
The Smile that never wears off. BeIf you are indisposed, sluggish, or
Washinton, D. C, April 16. The day took the first steps towards media
To Hie, Admits Of No Debating !
cause he eats at the New State.
tired out feeling, take .white House was not a cheerful place tion between Turkey and Italy when
that
have
It today for President Taft and rlrost of ' an identical note was presented to
City Clerk s Office City Clerk Fa- Zook's Sarsaparilla Compound.
cundo Ortiz will for the present main- will put you in tune.
his cabinet and many of the callers the Turkish foreign minister. Its
tain his office at the Winter grocery
electrical wants to Red were deeply concerned over the prob-- i stance is that,' having ascertained the
your
Co- - store on the Plaza. He expects to 223, the Peoples Electric Co. Neat able fate of ajor Archibald Butt, '.Italian terms of peace, the powers
keep office hours from 9 a. m. to 4 p.
and prompt service.
Mr. Taft's military aide. The White ; sire to know Turkey's terms.
m. when the city council provides suitmeet- - star Line officers in New York kept'v
Important Notice The ann-i.iPhone 92.
able office quarters.
ing of the Santa Fe Chamber of Com- - the President advised during the day .GOVERNOR OF ILLINOIS
Do Not Have your bouse wired un- rnerce will be held in the assembly as they checked over the list, of the) TURNS POLICE OUT OF ARMORY.
New Mexican Want Ads brings til you see Sparks the electriciaa. room of the Palace of the Governors, rescued.
results every time.
Prices right.
"The chance is a slim one but we're (By SDecial Leased Wire to New Mexican!
Tuesday evening, April 16th, at eight
Chicago, 111., April 16. Acting uno'clock sharp. It is hoped that every holding to that," said the President to
as
der orders from Governor Deneen, admember of the Chamber of Commerce a friend as he departed for lunch,
Scout Cruiser Salem Sails.
jutant General F. S. Jackson towill be able to attend this meeting,
16.
D.
The
day went to the Seventh Regiment arWashington,
Rent
April
C,
Rooms
for
Eleqantly Furnished
the
mory, the scene of yesterday's turbuhas
havup
Navy
picked
Department
Rooms elegantly furnished and
de!ing all modern conveniences, includ- - scout cruiser Salem by wireless at lent Democratic convention, and
im filectrlc. linht. steam heat and her present position some distance manded that the detail of 150 police
Bank outside of Hampton Roads and has' be withdrawn and possession of the
baths, in the First National
deM.
to
F.
Jones.
given ner oraers io turn nortnwara to building restored to the state. His
building. Apply
Merchant's Association. There will get in touch with the Carpathia and mand was obeyed by the police offbe a meeting of the Santa Fe Mer- to report to the wireless station at icer in command after he had talked
over the telephone with County Judge
chant's Association this evening at Boston as soon as possible.
Owens.
in
will
be
she
is
estimated
that
It
to
the meeting
7:30 o'clock, Just prior
staof the Chamber of Commerce, at the touch with the Boston wireless
Any informa- BERT CONNER, ALLEGED
Chamber of Commerce rooms in the tion before midnight.
tion that she can obtain from passing
DYNAMITER, DISCHARGED.
Palace of the Governors.
communicaor
direct
vessels
through
to
Ride in E. M. F. car and be sure
tion with the Carpathia will be prompt- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
get back.
Los Angeles, Calif., April 16 The
forwarded to Washington.
Frost Tonight But tomorrow 5s to ly
case of Bert Connors, the Union iron
be warmer. Still, the maximum shade
NOTICE.
worker charged with having conspired
temperature yesterday was up to 51
The annual meeting of the stock- to dynamite the county hall of recdegrees and in the sun the thermome- of the New Mexico Telephone
ords, September 9, 1910, was dismisters recorded a maximum of 76 ' de holders
will be held at its office, sed today in the superior court when
Company
was
The
minimum
last
grees.
night
New Mexican Building Santa Fe, N. the defendant was expecting to go to
degrees and there was
of an inch of moist snow this morn- Mex- viouuay, apru zz, inn, i y. ui. trial for a second time.
ing.
Peroxide of Hydrogen is an essen-- l
tiai thing in every household. Be sure
it is of full strength by making your
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
purchase at Zook's.
My Double and How He undid me, a
comedy well worth seeing. It's at
AT THE
the Elks tonight.

J J. A

All
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TUESDAY,

MEXICAN". SANTA FE, E. M.

of

The Home of Quality Groceries
I

JSTIW

Phone 4.

We Make a Specialty
of Fine Tools

S . SPITZ,
THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without

A

FOR

i

E

Watches
and

oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasionc
ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
fence a year.
It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with us
,

one-fiftiet-

We Make a Specialty
of Fine Tools

-

Cut Flowers for All Occasions

i

Clocks.

--

j

j

Clarendon Garden

i

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.

"Time Pieces That Are

j

Reliable."

y.

UR
APRIL

Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig- tiatuie Is on each box. 25c.

Down Town Stand

at Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

Phone Black 12.

qht ATP

I

THE BIG STORE.

15 TO

AP R1L 30

This is not a Clearing Sale of the Season, but GENERAL SALE
at the

Our Sale Will Last Fifteen Days, and During This Time You Will Buy

other

customers

OF

THE YEAR,

Following Prices:

We

and
is growing larger and larger every day, we are forced to protect our
people
general.
AS are the leaders in the town,
and we are going to be, by giving you more for your money. Every piece of merchandise in our store will
OUR COMPETITION

i

i

BE REDUCED IN PRICE DURING THIS SALE. AH the Spring Goods are in, so our STORE is FULL from one end to the other. Our
Ladies' Ready-to-We- ar
Department is complete, from a calico dress to the most expensive garment. Gent's Department is composed of the
best
is
in
the
We handle HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHING.
that
market.
very
CIT VQ 100 yds. Pongee Silk,
price,
JILIVO $1.25 per yd. Will beregular
sold at 75c.
per yd. 10 per ct. discount on all other silks.

Alif
fLClll.

7fl Pac
TCI

LJ

? ':

tax"---

in

-

REDUCTION on all Dress
Goods

during the sale.

Ladies' Silk
Waists
and
Trl CA

Regular price, $5.00
now at one price only,
$15.00 Pana

ma for

$4.00,
.

.

... SKIRTS.

.

$12.50 Pana
ma for .

JJ

4

$5.50 and $4.50, for

KB

$5.50 and $5.00
FL0RSHE1M

SHOES

AT

$3.50

Ladies' Hose, 4 prs. 25c, Men's Hose, 5c. a pair

.

.......

yards of French Dress Gingham for
10 yards Percale for . .
16
12

5.75

...

2o yards of Apron Gingham for
10

SHOE

$ 8.50 Panama for .
One lot, regular price y

$11.50
9.50

eii's Shoes

20 yards of Calico for

10

yards

of Unbleached Muslin

for
yards Bleached Muslin for
yards of Indian Linen for

LAWNS

.

.

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

iL
If int'i

23c and 20c Lawns will be

counters at

12

1- -2

thrown on the
cts. per yard.

Ifcft

M,'4

I'

11

BIG REDUCTION IN LADIES' SUITS AND DRES5ES
100 MEN'S SUITS,

Hart, Schaffner

Prices from $20.00 to $50.00.

k

Marx,

Specially priced

at

The Reputation of this Store will

resented.

that

EVERYTHING is as repEarly buyers will fare the best.

Be your Guarantee

MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS,

6

for

25c

LADIES' HANDKERCHIEFS, 6 for

25c

Walk in and select anything you like. Note the old price on the tags, then note
the present prices and you will see at once WHERE YOUR MONEY IS SAVED.

NATHAN

